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ABSTRACT

�e �eld of microelectronics plays an important role in many areas of engineering

and science, being ubiquitous in aerospace, industrial manufacturing, biotechnology, and

many other �elds. Today, many micro- and nanoscale electronic devices are integrated into

one package. �e capacity to simulate new devices accurately is critical to the engineering

design process, as device engineers use simulations to predict performance characteristics

and identify potential issues before fabrication. A problem of particular interest is the

simulation of devices which exhibit exotic behaviors due to non-equilibrium thermody-

namics and thermal e�ects such as self-heating. Frequently, it is desirable to predict the

level of heat generation, the maximum temperature and its location, and the impact of

these thermal e�ects on the current-voltage (IV) characteristic of a device. �is problem

is furthermore complicated by nanoscale device dimensions. As the ratio of surface area

to volume increases, boundary e�ects tend to dominate the transfer of energy through a

device. E�ects such as quantum con�nement begin to play a role for nanoscale devices

as geometric feature sizes approach the wavelength of the particles involved. Classical

approaches to charge transport and heat transfer simulation such as the dri�-di�usion

approach and Fourier’s law, respectively, do not provide accurate results at these length

scales. Instead, the transport processes are governed by the semi-classical Boltzmann

transport equation (BTE) with quantum corrections derived from the Schrödinger equation

(SE). In this work, a technique is presented for coupling a 3D phonon Monte Carlo (MC)
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simulation to an electron multi-subband Monte Carlo (MSBMC) simulation. Both carrier

species are �rst examined separately. An electron MC simulation of bulk silicon, a silicon

n-i-n diode, and an intrinsic-channel �n-�eld e�ect transistor (FinFET) structure are also

presented. �e 3D phonon MC algorithm is demonstrated in bulk silicon, a silicon thin �lm,

and a silicon nanoconstriction. �ese tests verify the correctness of the MC framewprk.

Finally, a novel carrier sca�ering system which directly accounts for the interaction be-

tween the two particle populations inside a nanoscale device is shown. �e tool developed

supports quantum size e�ects and is shown to be capable of modeling the exchange of

energy between thermal and electronic particle systems in a silicon FinFET.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Electronic circuits sometimes integrate many microscopic transistors and other

electronic devices onto the surface of a silicon (Si) chip in an arrangement known as an

integrated circuit (IC). �e modern form of this engineering design methodology and its

associated manufacturing processes are together referred to as very large scale integration

(VLSI). �ese VLSI circuits can contain billions of transistors with characteristic length

scales on the order of 10 nm or smaller. �is large scale of integration allows for lower

voltages, lower power levels, and high throughput due to parallelization and co-location

of subcomponents. �ese circuits �nd uses in an extremely broad array of application

areas and support many other industries. ICs are used in virtually all electronic and

computing systems as microprocessors, graphics processors, voltage regulators, timers,

analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog converters, and many other circuits.

Important to the success of VLSI is the concept of electronic design automation

(EDA). EDA is an engineering work�ow and supporting set of computer aided design (CAD)

tools which streamline and organize the process of creating an IC, beginning with functional

descriptions of the design and ending with the generation of drawings and �les used by

the semiconductor foundry to produce the chip. A critical step of EDA is the simulation

of circuits or the simulation of individual devices before fabrication. Circuit simulation
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allows device engineers to predict the performance of a circuit and identify potential issues

in advance of ordering an expensive fabrication run, while device simulation is used to

extract important information about a new transistor design. Information such as the

current-voltage (IV) characteristic of the device, for example, is important to the circuit

designer as it governs decisions regarding the use of the device in a circuit, such as the

proper bias voltage. �e likely current, voltage, and temperature limits of a device can

also be identi�ed by device simulation and utilized by an engineer in the design phase to

mitigate risk of operational failure in a �nalized circuit. �e branch of EDA concerned with

simulation of fabrication processes and device behavior is called technology CAD (TCAD)

and the term Device TCAD is used to refer speci�cally to the simulation of device behavior.

�e methods presented in this work comprise a Device TCAD system for electrothermal

simulation of nanoscale multigate transistor devices. �e novel, underlying technique

proven in these simulations can be readily extended to many other device types and

materials. �is work also applies the method to the analysis of hotspot generation in a kind

of multigate transistor called a �n-�eld e�ect transistor (FinFET). In FinFETs, the transistor

channel is formed by a 3D �n-like structure with the gate electrode contacting all three �n

surfaces. FinFETs use the higher gate contact surface area to establish greater electrostatic

control over the transistor channel than an ordinary planar metal oxide semiconductor

�eld-e�ect transistor (MOSFET).

In solid state devices, the transfer of thermal energy and the transport of electrical

charge carriers are the most commonly tracked physical processes. Examples of common

boundary conditions include applied voltages, net surface charge, electric �eld �ux, and

temperature as they occur on the various external faces of the device. Device simulation
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is the applied technique of describing the device behavior by numerical calculation of

desired properties of these two processes with speci�ed device geometry, composition,

and boundary conditions.

In this work, an object-oriented, semi-classical Monte Carlo (MC) simulation

framework is developed that can simulate multiple simultaneous interacting populations of

particles within a given semiconductor device during operation. Each population follows

their respective statistical mechanics in terms of number of carriers and their energy

state occupation. Particle sca�ering events are implemented as rules-based changes of

propagation direction and dynamic state as dictated by established models of each sca�ering

type: point defect, electron-ion, electron-phonon, three- and four-phonon, etc. Validation

of the sca�ering algorithms employed is accomplished prior to full device simulation by

comparing the charge carrier mobility and phonon thermal conductivity values returned by

the simulation to existing experimental data. All simulation development was performed

with the resulting code being highly parallelized and compatible with established UNIX-

based high performance computing (HPC) practices. Due to the scale and complexity of

the calculations involved, the use of HPC is necessary to reduce runtimes from days or

weeks to hours. �e following sections describe the challenges, applications, and research

need associated with nanoscale device simulation along with an overview of the approach

taken in this work.

1.1 Research Challenges and Applications

Emerging and advanced electronic devices, such as FinFETs, nanowire transistors

(NWTs), high electron mobility transistors (HEMTs), monolothic microwave integrated
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circuits (MMICs), Micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS), and other high performance

devices play an integral role in advanced research for military and civilian technologies.

Many of these devices possess complex geometries, exhibit quantum size e�ects, or require

advanced non-Si materials. Notably, the level of physics �delity required to accurately

model single- and multi-species transport processes (using electrons, holes, phonons, etc.)

within the relevant operating regimes, length scales, and materials extends beyond what is

necessary for more traditional semiconductor devices. �e high electric �elds, speed of

operation, sub-micron dimensions, dynamic multicarrier interactions, and quantum e�ects

involved mean that device-level electrothermal simulations must account for the resulting

non-equilibrium carrier populations and quasi-ballistic transport in order to realistically

predict important device parameters such as drain current, switching speed, self-heating

levels, and hot electron temperatures within the channel region [3].

Simulation of electrothermal transport in nanodevices is lacking in its ability to

address the technological challenges presented. Semi-classical MC methods are a�ractive

for simulating carrier transport within such devices due to their ability to model realistic

device-level geometries and sub-continuum transport while also incorporating more

sophisticated quantum corrections and carrier sca�ering models than dri�-di�usion or

even hydrodynamic approaches. Few frameworks for electronic device simulation directly

incorporate quasi-particle phonon transport modeling, instead o�en relying on some form

of di�usion-based equation where the la�ice thermal conductivity is treated simply as

a model input parameter rather than determined by the framework from information

on spatially-varying defect concentration, defect location, temperature, or other relevant

physical a�ributes of the device itself. �is detail is especially important to precise modeling
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of electrothermal behavior. Ashok et al. [4] and Padmanabhan et al. [5] have developed

electrothermal MC simulations of gallium nitride (GaN) HEMTs in which thermal e�ects

were instead accounted for by solving the Boltzmann moment expansion equations for

acoustic and optical phonons, respectively. Other well-known studies have also utilized MC

methods to simulate electron transport in Si devices while incorporating electron-phonon

sca�ering and la�ice temperature considerations via a variety of means [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12].

Where MC is used for the thermal portion of the above studies, they do not necessarily

integrate it directly with the electron MC simulation.

Another perceived challenge to modeling charge carriers and phonons interacting

within the same domain is the large di�erence in time scales between the charge carrier

and phonon transport processes. For example, electron transients and carrier sca�ering

times in Si are on the order of picoseconds or even tenths of picoseconds, whereas the

thermal transients in a device may be on the order of nanoseconds or longer [3, 13, 14].

�is di�erence between timescales is a major consideration in the simulation of processes

involving both particle species, as it implies the simulation of thousands of electron events

per phonon event. Various a�empts at electrothermal simulation have been made which try

to side-step this issue and arrive at a self-consistent solution of two independent electron

MC and phonon MC simulations through techniques similar to iterative solutions for

systems of nonlinear equations, where thermal information from one simulation is used

to as inputs to an independent electronic simulation and vice-versa. To the best of the

author’s knowledge, no simulation studies exist where the two populations are simulated

together and individual accounting of energy and momentum exchanges between the

populations during sca�ering is performed. Additionally, quantum con�nement e�ects
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limit the applicability of the standard electron MC approach and require either quantum

potential corrections or a hybrid approach such as the multi-subband Monte Carlo (MSBMC)

algorithm.

�is work seeks to directly address these existing de�ciencies in the current state of

the art with a novel, high physics �delity multicarrier MC simulation framework suitable

for predicting and understanding hotspot location and severity within advanced electronic

devices. Besides its value as an engineering tool, the framework will facilitate new

understanding into the complex multicarrier transport phenomena within these devices.

Examples of new insights include identifying the dominant carrier-carrier interactions,

hotspot root cause, and internal charge distribution inhomogeneities which are not readily

observable via experiment. Besides failure prediction, the validated framework developed

here can also be used as a design tool to develop and evaluate novel device designs,

compositions, and operational parameters, virtually, at li�le or no cost during the pre-

fabrication phase. In this way, scientists and engineers can explore new approaches to

extending semiconductor device life in applications such as elevated temperatures prior to

beginning expensive prototyping, testing, and quali�cation activities.

�e need to develop high temperature-compatible electronics is explicitly cited on

p. 126 and in Chapter 11: �e Role of Technology Development in Planetary Exploration of

the NASA Decadal Survey as a necessary technological advancement in order to facilitate

long-term in situ scienti�c studies on Venus and Mercury [15]. Correspondingly, this

work has direct applicability to many of the missions of scienti�c discovery outlined in

the survey. �e techniques presented here can be utilized for lifetime projection and

failure analysis for devices under study that will be subjected to elevated environmental
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temperatures such as those which would be encountered on missions to Venus, Mercury, or

the deep atmosphere of Gas Giants, at 500 °C or higher. �e resulting insights would enable

superior reliability projections compared to the current state-of-the-art as well as facilitate

informed design and operation decisions regarding onboard electronics. �ese predictive

capabilities will greatly reduce the risk of electronics failure during in situ missions to

locations of interest with high temperature environments.

Also, the simulation framework described herein and its resulting insights could

be leveraged to enhance the performance and reliability of high power electronic devices.

Such devices are used not only for space applications, as described above, but also in other

industries and institutions as well. HEMTs based on wide-bandgap semiconductors have

risen to the forefront of modern power ampli�cation technology and play an integral

role in aerospace radar, communication, imaging, and radio astronomy electronics [16].

However, these devices su�er from large amounts of localized heat generation. �us, an

in-depth understanding of carrier interactions and accurate prediction of hotspot formation

represents a pressing need in developing high performance HEMTs and maximizing their

reliability. In this application area as well, the identi�cation of root cause failure, mitigation

of lifetime-shortening heating e�ects, and optimization of future designs are just some

possible bene�ts. Further complications arise in more standard high-power devices within

elevated temperature environments, where the additional thermal energy can make o�en-

neglected minority carriers and sca�ering channels have non-negligible impact on device

operation characteristics.

Modern integrated microprocessors also operate using more and more complex

semiconductor device types. Replacing the older planar MOSFET, 32 nm and smaller
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FinFET technology allows unprecedented device density. �e high density and fast

operating speeds create a unique thermal environment that can have profound e�ects on

the performance of such devices.

High physics �delity simulations of the kind presented in this work also �nd use

in the design of high sensitivity ampli�ers. Circuits such as low noise ampli�ers (LNAs) in

extreme low temperature applications can exhibit self-heating in the absence of external

temperatures, which can a�ect the behavior of the device. �antum computing is an

emerging technology that makes use of very low temperature, microwave electronics

operating inside cryostats [17]. �e circuits and electronic devices in quantum computers

are extremely sensitive to thermal noise and require highly detailed, high performance

designs to operate properly [18].

1.2 Solution Approach

�e custom-developed MC simulation framework presented here is designed for

con�gurability and extensibility. �e MC program’s general structure is discussed in

Chapter 3. �e tool is coded in C++, taking advantage of the object-oriented features of the

language to create a simulation ”kernel” which can handle multiple di�erent particle types.

Object-oriented programming (OOP) is a programming paradigm that encapsulates data

and code into semantic units known as objects. Objects are variable-like structures that

are grouped into classes, which can be thought of as complex datatypes. Objects can be

instances of di�erent classes the same way ordinary variables have an associated datatype,

such as int, �oat, or double. An important feature of OOP is the concept of inheritance,

where classes are given an explicit hierarchy. For example, a Carrier class may exist with
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two subclasses: Electron and Phonon. �e C++ class inheritance rules ensure that any

Electron or Phonon instances have at least the internal data and functions common to all

Carrier objects, while allowing the subclasses to exhibit unique additional behaviors. Major

functions in the MC tool are coded to operate on collections of Carrier objects, and object

inheritance is used to handle special features of more speci�c particles on a per-particle

basis, internal to the object. �is implementation allows easily con�gurable simulation

of multiple kinds of particles, either separately or simultaneously. It is this feature of the

program in particular that supports the ultimate goal of electrothermal simulation. For this

work, a collection of Carrier subclasses with di�erent dispersion relations, electric charge,

e�ective mass, etc, have been generated. An MC simulation of an electronic device can be

set up by electing to initialize Electron objects, or a di�erent MC simulation of heat transfer

processes can be set up similarly by populating the simulation domain with Phonon objects

instead. �is type of implementation is critical to direct multicarrier simulation, as the

freedom in simulation input parameters allows the simulation of multicarrier interaction

to arise automatically as merely a specially chosen simulation con�guration.

�e tool developed also supports parallelization through the message passing

interface (MPI) library [19]. �e MPI application programming interface (API) handles

distributing tasks among the di�erent available computing resources and also provides

facilities for communication and synchronization between task processes. �e simulations

are designed to run on a large distributed HPC platform such as the Louisiana Optical

Network Initiative (LONI) [20]. LONI was used to generate all datasets in this work.

Additional features of the MC tool were required to fully support the goal of

verifying the simulator with an electrothermal simulation of a FinFET device. �e FinFET
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geometry and scale place additional requirements on both the electron and phonon

simulation approaches. �antum con�nement in the �n plane breaks the assumptions

associated with the semi-classical MC approach, and so the MSBMC algorithm was adopted.

MSBMC directly solves the Schrödinger equation (SE) in the con�nement directions, while

still utilizing the normal MC algorithm in 1D along the transport axis. SE solutions are

obtained for cross-sectional slices of the device channel, and each slice is coupled to the

1D MC simulation via the solution of a 3D Poisson’s equation (PE) over the entire domain.

Due to the constricted aperture shape formed by the larger size of the source and drain

reservoirs and the thinner width of the �n structure, the phonon simulation needed to

properly reproduce the phenomenon of thermal constriction resistance (TCR). �e primary

challenge of correctly simulating TCR is the proper handling of particle re�ection and

sca�ering at surfaces with moderately complex geometry. �e MC tool therefore has a

generic approach for properly handling surface interactions for a variety of geometries.

Finally, a strategy for allowing the electron and phonon populations to interact

was devised based on the idea of fast phonon recycling, where thermal energy leaves

the electron population in the form of optical phonons that decay into acoustic modes.

Physically, optical phonons do not contribute much to heat transfer due to their low

velocity, while the acoustic phonons they decay into are capable of thermal transport.

Energy and momentum exchanges from inelastic sca�ering of electrons is used to create

and destroy optical phonon objects. Optical phonon objects subscribe to a sca�ering

process in the MC Kernel which can allow them to decay into two acoustic phonons, which

can travel through the device. Acoustic phonon density a�ects some elastic sca�ering

processes for electrons, completing a feedback loop. �e optical phonon population acts
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as a reservoir of energy that can be accessed by both the slow-moving phonon population

and the fast-moving electron population. �e particle-based conceptualization of the

process allows the MC algorithm to perform proper accounting of energy and momentum

exchange between the three systems. �is conceptualization also facilitates an immediate

physical understanding of the resulting dataset. �e OOP design of the MC tool allows the

fast phonon recycling process to be easily installed in the MSBMC-enabled simulation via

the creation of PhononSiOptical objects.

�e code associated with this work is organized into the �ve modules listed in

Table 1.1. �e relevant physics and programming background, along with implementation

Table 1.1: Summary of code modules

Module Name Description
MC Kernel Calculates particle trajectories and handles sca�ering events

and dispersion tables
Simulation Reads the simulation inputs, coordinates the other modules’

functions, calculates results and distributions, and prints or
stores outputs

Poisson Sets up Poisson mesh, calculates �elds, potential, and charge
distribution at mesh sites

�ermal Sets up thermal mesh, calculates thermal energy and
temperature distribution at mesh sites

�antum Contains functions assocaited with the MSBMC implemen-
tation for con�ned populations

details of the simulation package are provided in the following chapters. In Chapter 2,

the basics physics and governing equations are presented. Chapter 3 explains details of

the MC algorithm common to electron and phonon simulation. Chapters 4 and 5 describe

electron- and phonon-speci�c features, respectively, along with several studies verifying
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the capabilities of the simulation framework. In Chapter 6, the electrothermal coupling

mechanism is shown, and the results of the �nal simulation are presented. Chapter 7

concludes the work with an interpretation of the results and a discussion of potential

future work.



CHAPTER 2

BACKGROUND

�e simulation of modern electronic devices is complicated by the extremely small

length scales of new devices. Devices such as FinFETs, HEMTs, and NWTs can have

nanometer-sized features. �e consequences of these features are two-fold: the introduction

of quantum mechanical behaviors in the transport processes invalidates many classical

approaches which are traditionally used to simulate larger devices, and the high ratio of

surface area to volume means that boundary e�ects become prominent in nanodevices as

compared to their larger counterparts. In order to properly simulate the transport of charge

and heat in a nanoscale device, the material makeup of the device must also be studied. A

transistor is usually constructed from a solid crystalline, semiconducting material. Such

a material is recognized as having two constituent parts: the delocalized electron gas,

also called the Fermi gas, and the atomic la�ice. �e individual elements of these two

parts, electrons and la�ice atoms respectively, are in continuous motion. �e assumption

that the wavefunction of the entire material can be characterized by separate electronic

and atomic wavefunctions is called the Born-Oppenheimer approximation [21]. Based on

this assumption, the electron gas and la�ice atoms are treated as separate, independent

populations of particles with explicit corrections made in the form of electron-phonon

sca�ering where the assumption is invalid.

13
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�e fundamental behavior of electrons in a crystal and the interpretation of la�ice

vibrations as particles called phonons are presented in this section, as well as the primary

equation governing transport in nanoscale devices.

2.1 �antum Treatment of Charge Transport

�e transport of charge through a device corresponds to the motion of electrons

between device regions. As the la�ice ion potential varies quickly in space with nearly the

same order of magnitude as a typical electron wavelength, the electron must be described

by quantum mechanics (QM). �e electron is not considered pointlike with a well-de�ned

position and momentum, and its properties are instead determined by its wavefunction.

�e wavefunction is complex-valued and denoted byψ (r) in the position basis. �e square

modulus of the wavefunction,ψ ∗(r)ψ (r), is interpreted as the probability density associated

with �nding the particle to be in position r at time t when a measurement is made. �e

wavefunction is so called because it is a solution to the Schrödinger wave equation, or

simply the SE [22]. �e time-dependent form of the SE for electrons is[
−~2

2me
∇2 + qV (r)

]
ψ (r) = i~

∂ψ (r)
∂t
, (2.1)

where i is the imaginary unit, ~ is the reduced Planck’s constant, me is the mass of an

electron, q is the elementary charge, andV (r) is the classical electrostatic potential a�ecting

the particle. Free electrons correspond to a family of solutions of Equation 2.1 withV (r) = 0

and their wavefunctions take the form

ψ k(r) = Aeik·re−iEt/~, (2.2)
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where A is a normalization coe�cient, k is a quantity called the wavevector, and E is the

particle energy. �e angular frequency of the time-varying component of the wavefunction

can be identi�ed as ω = E/~. Substituting Equation 2.2 into Equation 2.1 allows one to

�nd the relationship E(k) between energy and wavevector for a free electron,

E(k) =
~2 |k|2

2me
. (2.3)

It can be seen by inspection that the quantity ~k corresponds to the particle momentum p

by analogy to the classical case E =
|p|2

2me
. In this case, particle velocity can be found from

the particle momentum by v = p
m as one would expect from classical physics. �e previous

result of E = ~ω implies that the dispersion relation for free electron wavefunctions is

ω(k) =
~ |k|2

2me
. (2.4)

�e dispersion relation is used to derive the equation of motion for an electron wavepacket.

In what is called semi-classical dynamics, the particle wavefunction is assumed to take the

form of a localized pulse of some non-zero width centered around p in momentum space

and r in position space. �e wavepacket is o�en taken to be Gaussian when the wave

envelope is important [23]. �e momentum and position centers evolve in time according

to classical mechanics. �is model is valid when the potential in�uencing particle motion

is slowly varying in space, with changes in potential occuring over distances larger than

the average wavepacket width.

As the la�ice ions present a quickly-varying potential, the semi-classical approach

is not directly applicable to the electron population. �e approach can still be applied,

however, by taking advantage of the la�ice regularity. �is procedure will result in slightly

di�erent electron behavior. Incorporation of the la�ice ions alters the above solution to
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the SE by providing a new potential function V (r) with the same periodicity as the la�ice.

Solutions in a periodic potential exhibit discrete energy eigenstates instead of a continuous

spectrum of possible energies [24]. Additionally, the new potential will result in a change

to the particle dispersion relation. A new dispersion relation in turn implies there will be

di�erent particle dynamics. Bloch’s theorem states that the spatial component of solutions

to the one-electron SE for a periodic potential have the form

ψn,k(r) = eik·run,k(r), (2.5)

where the index n corresponds to a discrete energy eigenstate, and un,k is a function

with the same periodicity k of the la�ice [25]. �e particles modeled in this way may be

called electron quasi-particles to distinguish them from the true electrons in the equivalent

many-body problem. Electron quasi-particles with such wavefunctions are known as Bloch

electrons and do not carry the above direct proportionality of momentum and velocity

seen in free electrons. �e expression p = ~k is now termed the crystal momentum, and

velocity is computed with

v = ∇pE
(p
~

)
. (2.6)

In many cases, the behavior of Bloch electrons can be approximated by otherwise free

electrons with an e�ective mass di�erent fromme . Particle dynamics of Bloch electrons are

discussed in greater detail in Section 3.8. Using these concepts, it is possible to treat motion

of electron wavepackets in a crystal la�ice semi-classically without having to explicitly

consider the Coulomb interaction between the electrons and the la�ice ions. �antum

corrections can sometimes be applied where additional sharp potentials exist, such as

narrow channels in MOSFETs or NWTs, to extend the semi-classical model further.
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2.2 �antum Treatment of Heat Transfer

In semiconductors, thermal energy is typically identi�ed with the collective vibra-

tion of the atoms around their equilibrium positions. �is behavior is in contrast with

materials like metals with extremely high free electron density, where most of the thermal

energy is accounted for by the electron population [26]. �e interatomic bonds holding

together the la�ice can be conceptualized as springs with elastic constant C connected

between pairs of atoms, each with mass m, as shown in Figure 2.1. Accordingly, atoms

C

m

C C

mm m

Figure 2.1: Harmonic representation of interatomic forces

have equilibrium positions to which they are drawn if perturbed. �e interatomic potential

can be expanded as a Taylor series. �e constant term of the Taylor series is unrelated

to la�ice dynamics since atomic motion is related only to the derivative of interatomic

potential. All odd terms are zero due to symmetry as the Taylor series is expanded about

the equilibrium position. Of the remaining terms, the quadratic term has the largest

in�uence on la�ice dynamics by a great measure. Considering the interatomic potential to

be quadratic is known as the harmonic approximation [27]. �e resulting Hamiltonian of

a one-dimensional monatomic la�ice of N atoms is

H =
N∑
n=1

{
1

2mp2
n +

1
2C(qn+1 − qn)

2
}

(2.7)

whereC is the elastic constant, pn is the atomic momentum, qn is the displacement of atom

n, andm is the atomic mass. By the above reasoning the interatomic potential is modeled

quadratically, like a linear spring obeying Hooke’s law. �e solutions are expected to be
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wavelike, and the discretization of the wave modes into particles is described in several

solid-state physics texts [28, 26]. By enforcing periodic boundary conditions, all possible

wave modes can be enumerated by wavenumbers k given by

k =
2πn
Na
, (2.8)

where N is the number of atoms in the chain and n are the integers in the interval [1,N ].

A change of coordinates will be made using

Qk = N
−1
2

N∑
n=1

qne
−ikna (2.9)

and

Pk = N
−1
2

N∑
n=1

pne
ikna, (2.10)

where k is the wavenumber, and a is the la�ice constant. �is change of variables can be

regarded as a discrete Fourier transform on the atomic displacements. �e Hamiltonian

can then be rewri�en in terms of Qk and Pk to give

H =
∑
k

{
1

2mPkP−k +CQkQ−k
(
1 − cos(ka)

)}
, (2.11)

where the sum is taken over all possible wavenumbers. �e purpose of this change is to

remove the coupling between consecutive terms of the sum in the Hamiltonian. De�ning

the dispersion relation

ω(k) =

√
2C
m

(
1 − cos(ka)

)
, (2.12)

it is possible to rewrite Eq. 2.11 as

H =
∑
k

{
1

2mPkP−k +
1
2mω(k)

2QkQ−k

}
. (2.13)
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Equation 2.13 is the sum of the Hamiltonians for N independent harmonic oscillators.

Taking the quantities P , Q , p, and q to be operator-valued instead of scalar, and requiring

the usual canonical commutation relationships, the system becomes a collection of N

independent quantum harmonic oscillators. �us, each mode k has the familiar quantized

energy eigenvalues of the form

E(k) =

(
n +

1
2

)
~ω(k), (2.14)

where n is interpreted as the mode’s occupation number. �is quantization allows the

description of la�ice displacements as particle-like entities called phonons [26]. For

convenience, phonons are typically simply referred to as “particles” despite their true nature

as a collective excitation. Each elementary excitation of the la�ice modes is associated

with a phonon of a given momentum and energy. Similarly to electrons, phonons are

quantum particles described by their wavefunctions. �e energy and momentum of a

phonon are given by E = ~ω and p = ~k, where ω and k are the frequency and wavevector

of the phonon wavefunction, respectively. Phonons do not carry physical momentum, and

the quantity ~k for phonons is termed the crystal momentum as it is for electron quasi-

particles. �e distribution of phonons in a region of a material corresponds to distribution

of vibrational energy in that region and therefore also the distribution of thermal energy.

Transport of phonons through a device similarly corresponds to the transfer of thermal

energy between device regions.

Now, the exchange of energy between electrons and the crystal la�ice can be

described as a Bloch electron sca�ering against, absorbing, or emi�ing phonons. �e

interaction of the two types of particles couples the transfer of heat and the transfer of
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charge in a device. At the macroscopic scale, the impact of this linkage is seen in Joule’s

law where electric current is described as a source of heat [23].

2.3 �e Boltzmann Transport Equation

�e central problem of device simulation is the calculation of the single-particle

distribution function f (r, p, t). �e function f answers the question “what is the probability

density associated with �nding a particle with crystal momentum p and position r at time

t?” �e interpretation of f is therefore similar to the interpretation of the square modulus

of the particle wavefunctionψ . �e quantum mechanical wavefunction itself is completely

deterministic, and there is uncertainty associated with the value position or momentum

will take a�er measurement. �e distribution function f presumes an ensemble of classical

particles with deterministic, but unknown, position and momentum. It is o�en di�cult

or impossible to �nd an analytical form of the distribution function for a given device

during operation. �e utility of the distribution function for determining device behavior

can be easily demonstrated. Consider the expression for electric current density given the

distribution function for electrons,

J(r, t) =
−q

Ω

∑
p

p
me

f (r, p, t), (2.15)

where q is the charge of an electron and Ω is the volume used for the normalization of

f [23]. Equation 2.15 gives the �ow of charge directly as a simple operation involving only

the distribution and a few fundamental constants.

To �nd f for a particular species of energy carrier, one must solve an equation

constraining f . Consider the function f for one dimensional system and the area in phase

space covered by (r , r + dr ) × (p,p + dp) as shown in Figure 2.2. �e change in time of
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p+dp

p

r r+dr

f(r)v

f(r+dr)v

f(p)dp/dt

f(p+dp)dp/dt

Out-sca ering In-sca ering

Figure 2.2: Carrier motion in a region of position-momentum space

the probability of �nding a particle in this area is given by the product d f
dt dr dp. As time

proceedes, particles may enter or leave the area on the position axis through their velocity.

Particles may also enter or leave the area on the momentum axis through applied forces

F =
dp
dt . Finally, particles may sca�er into or out of the area during a given time interval.

Conservation of particle number requires that the change in occupation of the area be

equal to the di�erence in in-�ow and out-�ow, or

d f

dt
dr dp = [f (r ) − f (r + dr )]v dp +

[f (p) − f (p + dp)]F dr +(
d f

dt

)
coll

dr dp.

(2.16)

If we rearrange the terms and let the di�erentials approach zero, Equation 2.16 becomes

∂ f

∂t
+v
∂ f

∂r
+ F
∂ f

∂p
=

(
∂ f

∂t

)
coll

. (2.17)
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�e Boltzmann transport equation (BTE) for 3D devices is then given by the relationship

described in Equation 2.17 with scalar quantities generalized as appropriate. �e �nal

result is
∂ f

∂t
+

p
m
· ∇f + F ·

∂ f

∂p
=

(
∂ f

∂t

)
coll

, (2.18)

where p is the crystal momentum,m is the particle mass, and F is any force �eld acting on

the population, such as one due to an electric �eld [23]. Electric �elds used with the BTE

are typically computed classically and may incorporate one of several quantum corrections

to the electric potential. �e notation ∂
∂p indicates the gradient of momentum, and the

term on the right hand side is called the collision operator. �e collision operator is an

expression of the change in distribution due to particle sca�ering. All sca�ering processes,

including boundary surface sca�ering, are captured in the collision operator. Sca�ering

rates are computed quantum mechanically and incorporated into the solution as described

in Section 3.4.

Using the particle representations of both Bloch electron wavefunctions and quan-

tized la�ice vibrations, the BTE can be formulated to describe the �ow of charge or heat in a

nanoscale device. �e equation is a partial di�erential equation (PDE) in seven dimensions,

and the collision operator o�en has no tractable analytical form. �e sca�ering processes

include electron-phonon sca�ering processes and must be treated self-consistently when

solving the BTEs for both species simultaneously. �ese properties make it di�cult to

�nd the simultaneous distribution functions fe and fp for both electrons and phonons in a

generic transistor device. �e novelty of this work is the adjustment to independent MC

solution approaches to support simultaneous calculation of both particle distributions.



CHAPTER 3

THE MONTE CARLO METHOD

In the previous chapter, the BTE was derived, and its relevance was explained as

the principle equation to solve in device simulation. �is equation is a linear �rst order

PDE of seven dimensions: three position coordinates, three momentum coordinates, and

one time coordinate. �e equations can be solved using a deterministic numerical method

or a stochastic one. While both types of methods have limits of accuracy and precision,

deterministic methods have the bene�t of giving the same answer for identical simulation

conditions where stochastic methods will not, but stochastic methods can in many cases be

more e�cient than their deterministic counterparts [29]. Deterministic methods frequently

require iterating over the di�erent dimensions of the simulation domain, which can be

ine�cient given high the dimensionality of the problem. �e stochastic approach to the

solution of the BTE actually comes in the form of a direct physical simulation of the

semi-classical dynamics of the involved particles. �is approach is an MC method, as it

implements carrier sca�ering as a pseudorandom process. �is use of random numbers

and trials in simulation makes the numerical method similar to an experimental technique.

In the 1950s, shortly a�er the invention of transistors, the complexity of the problem

of charge transport was already beginning to be understood. It was found that �eld

strengths and other conditions inside of semiconductor devices placed the constituent

23
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materials well outside of the linear, or Ohmic, response region [30]. Nonlinear transport

was not unheard-of at that time, as it was studied as early as the 1930s by Landau and

Kompanejez [31] and Davydov [32, 33], but progress in the �eld rapidly increased with the

motivation of understanding and improving transistors.

In the process of studying nonlinear and high-�eld problems, new physical pro-

cesses were discovered [29]. �ese processes were studied as useful e�ects that could

be leveraged in new kinds of transistors, which, of course, led for the need to more

closely study the physics present in those designs. Additionally, the tendency towards

miniaturization in semiconductor technology has contributed to the importance of studying

the charge transport problem, which only becomes more complex as feature sizes decrease.

Analytical approaches for tackling the charge transport problem were already

regarded as extremely di�cult and limited. In 1966, Kurosawa [34] introduced a numerical

approach based on an MC technique, which was a very well received development by

scientists in the �eld. An MC method relies on supplying random inputs, drawn from

a particular probability distribution, to a deterministic algorithm. �e distribution of

results from the deterministic steps are thus also randomly distributed, and the statistical

properties of the resulting distribution are interpreted to provide the solution to the

mathematical problem being studied. MC approaches had been used for solving problems

before, with widespread use in many scienti�c �elds [35, 36, 37].

�e MC method for charge transport simulation was popular because its results

were easily and directly interpretable in regards to the physics being studied. Kurosawa’s

approach, combined with fast, then-modern computers, which were only expected to

increase in power, provided a path to seriously studying these transport processes. �e
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technique was further re�ned by Rees and Fawce� in the la�er portion of the 1960s with

the introduction of the self-sca�ering scheme [38, 39] and consideration of band structure

nonparabolicity and anisotropy [40, 41]. Important improvements from many authors

(Lebwohl, Ruch, Baccanari, Price, and Hauser) on the method came in the 1970s to handle

many-particle interactions [42], transient behavior [43, 44], harmonic behavior [45], and

semiconductor alloys [46].

�e method was used to study many materials, such as gallium arsenide (GaAs) [47]

and germanium (Ge) [48], and soon a common, standard physical model of Si arose which

explained many transport processes in the material [49, 50, 51]. Studies focusing on the

need for simulating higher energy carriers arrived at a method for employing numerical

band structures where the analytic, nonparabolic approximation of band structures failed

to reproduce proper results [52, 53, 54, 55, 56]. �e computational expense of numerically

handling anisotropic band structures is extremely high compared to having an analytic

alternative. �is method was found necessary in an important work by Abramo et al.,

a�er it was shown that even analytical models with ��ing parameters chosen to create

certain levels of agreement with the density of states function cannot properly recreate

the high energy tails of the distribution function [57]. Sca�ering in la�ice interactions

is treated perturbatively, and sca�ering mechanisms due to thermal la�ice vibrations,

ionized impurities, and carrier-carrier sca�ering have been developed that reproduce the

Si mobility over a large range of temperatures [58, 59, 60]. Additional complex sca�ering

can account for plasmonic interactions and the Pauli exclusion principle in degenerate

materials [61, 62, 63, 64].
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Many of these advanced features are well-studied in academic contexts, but the

use of MC in industry is limited. Some highly proprietary and internal codes exist within

companies which implement several of the advanced techniques as required for their

application area [65].

In this work, the ultimate goal is to allow the combined simulation, via the MC

method, of electron- and phonon-based transport processes. To that end, all features

common to electron and phonon MC were identi�ed and abstracted. An object-oriented

coding approach was taken, and all MC functions operate on Carrier objects. See Table 3.1

for a summary of Carrier object features. �e algorithms are agnostic to exactly which

Table 3.1: Carrier object functions and member variables

Function or Variable Name Description
Carrier::Carrier initializes object memory (function)
Carrier::˜ Carrier Safely deallocates object memory (function)
Carrier::E Returns or assigns carrier energy (function)
Carrier::k Returns or assigns carrier wavevector (function)
Carrier::P Returns or assigns carrier momentum (function)
Carrier::v Returns or assigns carrier velocity (function)
Carrier::q Particle charge (variable)
Carrier::tl Time lived since beginning of simulation itera-

tion (variable)
Carrier::ts Time until next sca�ering event (variable)
Carrier::tls Time lived since last sca�ering event (variable)

species of carrier is being simulated and process arrays of electrons, holes, and phonons

together. In this chapter, the basic features of the MC methods for carrier transport are

described and the novel object-oriented coding implementation is presented.
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3.1 Overview of the Monte Carlo Algorithm

In an MC method, particles, referred to here as carriers, are treated semi-classically.

Carriers are initialized according to some equilibrium distribution which nominally de-

scribes the material or device being studied. Initialization is carried out by generating

random numbers according to the chosen distribution and using them to assign initial

dynamic properties of the carriers, such as energy, velocity, frequency, and position. �ese

properties are constrained to be consistent with the carrier dispersion relation and other

characteristics of the carrier type and device being simulated.

As described in Sections 3.4 and 3.8, the particles are then processed individually

to simulate “free �ight” under ordinary classical mechanics. �e classical electrostatic

potential is incorporated at this point, providing a �eld of force vectors that in�uence

the carrier motion. �e duration of a carrier’s free �ight is also chosen randomly from a

distribution with characteristics calculated using Fermi’s golden rule (FGR). FGR-based

sca�ering times are consistent with the behavior of the carrier as it interacts quantum

mechanically with perturbing potentials. A�er calculating the carrier position and velocity

for the duration of the free �ight, a sca�ering event is triggered. Sca�ering centers are

considered to be localized in space and randomly distributed throughout the simulation

domain, and sca�ering events are considered to be instantaneous. Additional random

numbers are generated to select a new, a�er-sca�ering state for the carrier. �e state

selection is again constrained to be consistent with the carrier dispersion relation, but

this time also taking into account the kinetics of the sca�ering event. During processing,

the carrier population will evolve in time, tending towards the proper statistics. �ese
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statistical properties and the underlying carrier distribution function are the desired end-

results of the simulation. In particular, the distribution function found will solve the BTE

for the carrier type being simulated.

�e �owchart for a general MC simulator, as implemented in this work, is found

in Figure 3.1. �e main MC Kernel function computes the new locations, momenta, and

Figure 3.1: Generic MC method �owchart

�ight times for each carrier in the device a�er a speci�ed timestep. �e function is given

a timestep and Carrier instance pointer as an input parameter. Each instance is stepped

through a sequence of free-�ight and sca�ering events until its state is brought up to the

correct value for the next timestep. A single carrier at a time or an ensemble of carriers
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can be simulated, depending on the study performed. �e method is o�en viewed as a

direct simulation of the physical transport processes occurring in the material or device

rather than a numerical method. Table 3.2 describes the di�erent functions that comprise

the code implementation of the MC method in this work.

Table 3.2: MC Kernel functions

Function Name Description
processCarrier Calculates �ight times for updateMomentum

and handles sca�ering events
updateMomentum Computes new momentum and position for car-

rier a�er given �ight time, calls boundarySca�er
boundarySca�er Checks new carrier location against domain

boundary list and corrects trajectories
BandStructure::BandStructure Loads and initialized stored dispersion relation

table from �le
BandStructure::˜ BandStructure Safely deallocates stored dispersion relation

table
BandStructure::E Computes E(k) when using a stored dispersion

relation table
BandStructure::k Computes k(E) when using a stored dispersion

relation table
BandStructure::v Computes v = ∇pE(p) when using a stored

dispersion relation table

3.2 Random Number Generation

An MC method relies on generation of random numbers according to a speci�ed

probability density function (PDF). �ere are two complicated aspects to this process. First,

computers are generally only capable of generating pseudorandom numbers, which is

considered acceptable for numerical applications. Henceforth, the distinction between

truly random and pseudorandom numbers will not be made, and all references to “random”
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numbers should be interpreted as pseudorandom. Second, most standard programming

libraries only generate uniformly or normally distributed random numbers. �us, a central

component to an MC so�ware program is an algorithm for transforming a uniformly

distributed set of numbers into a set of numbers with a prescribed distribution.

MC methods make use of various techniques for performing these transformations.

In this work, the two major techniques used are rejection sampling and inverse transform

sampling. �e �rst method, rejection sampling, is simply generating uniformly random

data points while only storing those which contribute to the desired probability density.

�e method takes advantage of the fact that sampling according to a PDF can be done by

uniformly sampling 2D points and keeping samples which fall into the region below the

graph of that PDF. �e second method is inverse transform sampling. Inverse transform

sampling makes use of the quantile function of the PDF, which is the inverse of the

corresponding cumulative distribution function (CDF). �e CDF is the integral of the PDF

for a given distribution, and so it is a mapping which takes numbers from the domain of

the distribution to a probability between zero and one. �e quantile function therefore

maps a set of uniformly distributed samples from the interval [0, 1] into the distribution

used. Due to the fact that many distributions have PDFs which cannot be easily integrated,

the quantile function may or may not have an analytical form. Inverse transform sampling

can be used with a numerical solution giving the quantile function in those cases, but

otherwise it may be necessary to resort to rejection sampling. If the quantile function is

mathematically complex, it may be still computationally less expensive to perform rejection

sampling. �ere were no dedicated random number generation functions created for the
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MC Kernel module, as random number generation occurs in various places throughout the

module with the appropriate technique used in each case.

3.3 Initial Conditions

Using the above techniques for random number generation, a population of carriers

is created to match a speci�ed distribution. �e energies must be distributed according to

a distribution derived from the density of states. �e density of states is generally found

from the dispersion relation and corresponds to the inclusion of material properties in

the simulation. Depending on the spin of the particles comprising the population, the

occupation pa�ern of the available states may change. Boson and fermion initialization

is therefore handled di�erently. Energies are picked �rst from the proper distribution,

and the dispersion relation is used to compute wavevectors. Other properties are either

derived from the energy and/or wavevector, such as velocity; or they are derived from

simulation initialization parameters, such as position from doping regions. Population

statistics generated in this way are clearly of a population in thermodynamic equilibrium.

�e desired solution, which represents a transport process, must necessarily be a non-

equilibrium system. �e MC method will converge from this equilibrium starting point

towards the desired non-equilibrium solution. �eoretically, almost any distribution could

be used to initialize the system, but equilibrium solutions are favored as they tend to

have analytical or well-known properties. �ey are typically selected due to the expected

similarity to the proper solution, reducing convergence time [66]. While the initialization

of carriers is generically part of the MC method, the code for initializing individual Carrier
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objects or Carrier object populations lies in the corresponding initialization functions

within the Simulation module.

3.4 Calculation of Scattering Rates

Within the simulation, sca�ering serves to relax the population to the correct

distribution. �e dynamics of carriers as derived from the potentials mentioned in Chapter

2 do not take into account certain higher order e�ects. For phonons, higher order terms

in the atomic force potential are neglected, but the statistics associated with those terms

are restored by the inclusion of phonon-phonon sca�ering. For electrons, the ionized

impurities, acoustic deformation potentials, and other sources of perturbing potentials

were also not directly included. Sca�ering is also the mechanism used to restore the

electron statistics to match the physical system.

Sca�ering rates are commonly dependent on carrier density, position, energy, and

other properties. �ese rates are calculated quantum mechanically using a result known

as FGR. FGR can be derived from perturbation theory, as shown in [67] and [23]. Let H ′ be

the perturbing Hamiltonian, such as those due to the previously mentioned higher order

e�ects. �e unperturbed problem, H |ψ 〉 = E |ψ 〉 from Equation 2.1, has a complete set

of orthonormal solutions ψ k(r)e−iE(k)t/~. A general time-varying solution Ψ(r, t) can be

composed as the complex superposition

Ψ(z, t) =
∑
k

ck(t)ψ k(r)e−iE(k)t/~. (3.1)

�e family of coe�cients ck(t) describes the probability amplitude associated with

measuring the particle to be in a state with momentum pulse centered around ~k. Let
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the before-sca�ering momentum be represented by the symbol ~k0. �en, the before-

sca�ering state is represented by ck0(t ≤ 0) = 1 and all other ck(t ≤ 0) = 0. �e perturbing

potential “turns on” at t = 0 and the coe�cients change to re�ect the sca�ering event. �e

perturbation is assumed to be “weak.” �is assumption means that a�er t = 0, ck0 is still

nearly equal to 1 and other coe�cients are small, but may now be nonzero. �e probability

of a state kn being the �nal sca�ering state is

P(k = k′0) = lim
t→∞

��ck′0(t)��2 , (3.2)

which gives the sca�ering rate from k0 to k′0 as

S(k0, k′0) = lim
t→∞

��ck′0(t)��2
t
. (3.3)

To �nd sca�ering rates, one must solve for ck′0(t) and evaluate the limit in Equation 3.3.

Doing so involves substituting the wavefunction expression in Equation 3.1 and the total

Hamiltonian into the time-dependent SE(
H0 + H

′ − i~
∂

∂t

)
Ψ(z, t) = 0. (3.4)

�is substitution results in the equation

H ′
∑
k

ck(t)ψ k(r)e−iE(k)t/~ = i~
∑
k

∂ck(t)

∂t
ψ k(r)e−iE(k)t/~ (3.5)

in terms of the probability amplitude coe�cients. Taking the inner product of both sides

of Equation 3.5 againstψ ∗k′0e
iE(k′0)t/~ yields

i~
∂ck′0
∂t
=

∑
k

Hk′0k0ck(t)e
i(E(k′0)−E(k0))t/~, (3.6)

where Hk′0k0 is called the matrix element and is given by

Hk′0,k0(t) =

∫ + L
2

− L
2

ψ k′0(z)US (z, t)ψ k0dz. (3.7)
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Using the weak perturbation assumption and integrating Equation 3.6, the expression

ck′0(t) =
1
i~
Hk′0k0e

iΛt/2 sin(Λt/2)
Λt/2 t (3.8)

is found where

Λ = [E(k′0) − E(k0) ∓ ~ω]/~. (3.9)

Summing this expression and taking the limit in Equation 3.3 gives the transition probability,

per unit time, as

S(k0, k′0) =
2π
~

���Ha
k′0,k0

���2 δ (
E(k′0) − E(k0) − ~ω

)
+

2π
~

���Ha
k′0,k0

���2 δ (
E(k′0) − E(k0) + ~ω

) (3.10)

which is the �nal statement of Fermi’s Golden Rule. To use FGR to obtain a rate of sca�ering

out of a speci�c k0 state, one must integrate over the range of possible k′0 vectors.

�ese separate, independent sca�ering processes derived from each perturbing

potential are characterized by their sca�ering rates Γi and their sca�ering time τi related

by

τi =
1
Γi
. (3.11)

�e net rate of sca�ering of all combined processes is simply the sum

ΓT =
∑
i∈S

Γi, (3.12)

where the subscriptsT and i indicate the total rate and the rates associated with individual

processes, respectively.
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3.5 Self-scattering and A�er-scattering State Selection

�is work’s MC method implementation relies on generating random �ight times

such that the resulting average carrier sca�ering rates are consistent with the results given

by FGR. Expressions for computing these �ight times and sca�ering probabilities depend

on the aforementioned parameters in complicated, nonlinear ways. A key advancement in

the MC method by Rees was a way to account for these parameter-dependent sca�ering

rates [38, 39]. �is approach works by imagining an additional, �ctitious sca�ering

processes called “self-sca�ering.” �e rate of self-sca�ering is de�ned to be such that the

total sca�ering rate is constant. �at is, the parameter dependence of self-sca�ering exactly

opposes the parameter dependence of the sum of the real sca�ering processes’ rates. �e

a�er-sca�ering state of a self-sca�ering event is chosen to be equal to the before-sca�ering

state, so particles undergoing self-sca�ering to not alter the statistics of the population. By

incorporating self-sca�ering, MC codes can compute sca�ering lifetimes and other data

assuming a constant total rate.

�e sum of all sca�ering processes, including self-sca�ering is demonstrated in

Figure 3.2. �is �gure was generated using this work’s MC module sca�ering functions for

electrons described in Section 4.3. Sca�ering in the simulation proceeds according to the

process described in Section 3.7 using the total sca�ering rate, meaning the total sca�ering

rate is used to compute all carrier lifetimes.

Once a sca�ering event is reached by the code, the program must make a deter-

mination assigning that sca�ering event to a particular process, potentially including

self-sca�ering. �is determination is made using a uniformly distributed random number

from the interval (1, 0). �e interval between 0 and 1 is partitioned, as shown in Figure 3.3,
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Figure 3.2: Sca�ering rates as a function of energy

into regions such that there is one region per sca�ering process, including self-sca�ering.

�e region containing the generated random number selects the sca�ering process. It

15%
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Figure 3.3: Example sca�ering process selection partitions

is only at this point that the actual individual, parameter-dependent sca�ering rates are

computed using physics-derived formulas previously discussed. �e self-sca�ering is
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computed last, picked by subtracting the other process rates from the “global sca�ering

rate” speci�ed at the start of the simulation. �e partition endpoints are chosen such that

the the size of the process’s region compared to the unit interval matches the ratio of that

process’s sca�ering rate and the total sca�ering rate. For this to work, the global sca�ering

rate must be picked such that the sum of real sca�ering rates is not expected to exceed it

during simulation. Before simulation, the operator provides the global sca�ering rate as a

constant input to the simulation.

Once a sca�ering process is determined, additional random numbers are used

with process-speci�c formulas to calculate the a�er-sca�ering state. �ese formulas are

physics-derived and may vary in complexity. Velocities, or momenta, may be chosen by

simply rese�ing the velocity vector direction or may be derived from more complicated

physical constraints. �e new carrier state is drawn from random distributions matching

the physics of the sca�ering process. As more and more sca�ering events occur, those

distributions a�ect the total population statistics. �e impact of sca�ering on the total

population is proportional to the relative rates and strengths of the sca�ering processes

selected for representation in the code.

3.6 Carrier Lifetime Generation

In the MC method, carrier sca�ering is assumed to occur at a constant rate, because

the likelihood of sca�ering is always the same in any given period of time. In terms of a

single carrier’s lifetime, this means it will on average sca�er the same number of times

in any period of the same length. Considering an ensemble of carriers, an equivalent

interpretation of the constant sca�ering rate is the average proportion of the ensemble
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that will have sca�ered a�er the period passes. In both cases, the average behavior can be

summed up in the expression

∆nCF = −Γ0nCF∆t, (3.13)

where nCF is the concentration of unsca�ered carriers still undergoing free �ight, ∆nCF is

the change in that concentration during the free-�ight period, Γ0 is the average number

of sca�ering events per unit time, and ∆t is the time interval of �ight. Allowing the

di�erences to go to zero, the di�erential equation

dnCF
dt
= −Γ0nCF (3.14)

is obtained. �e solution to this equation gives the probability density of sca�ering,

P(t) = Γ0e
−Γ0t . (3.15)

�is function is the probability density of an exponential distribution, or the probability

per unit time of a particle sca�ering in the interval (t, t + dt). �e quantile function of an

exponential distribution is known to be

P−1(p; Γ0) = −Γ0ln(1 − p), 0 ≤ p < 1 (3.16)

As 1 − p is uniformly distributed in the interval [0, 1], it can be replaced by p in the above

equation. �e �nal result is the standard formula for generating free �ight times for

carriers,

τ = −Γ0ln(r ) (3.17)

where τ is the sca�ering time, Γ0 is the process sca�ering rate, and r is the output of a

uniform pseudorandom number generator.
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3.7 Implementation of Scattering in Code

�ere are two equivalent ways to implement constant-rate sca�ering in code, based

on the above equations. In the �rst approach, a carrier or ensemble of carriers are all

simulated through a �xed timestep ∆t . For each carrier, a uniform pseudorandom number

r is generated. Inverting Equation 3.16 gives

r0 = 1 − e
(
−∆t
Γ0

)
. (3.18)

A comparison can be done, and if r < r0 then the carrier is sca�ered. �e net e�ect of

processing the carriers this way is that at the end every timestep ∆t , on average a number

of carriers will sca�er equal to the number of carriers that should have sca�ered in that

timestep. �is implementation is simple, but has the drawback of “snapping” sca�ering

events to intervals of ∆t .

�e second approach, depicted in Figure 3.4, is computationally more expensive but

allows arbitrary free �ight times. A timestep ∆t is still utilized, but carrier trajectories are

not immediately computed through the entire timestep duration. Instead, carrier lifetimes

are generated using Equation 3.17. Lifetime calculation is done during carrier initialization

or immediately a�er sca�ering. If a carrier’s lifetime is greater than the timestep length,

then that carrier position and momentum is merely updated using classical equations of

motion and the local electric �eld vector through to the end of the timestep. �e carrier

lifetime is then reduced by a value of ∆t and the carrier is ready for the next timestep.

However, if the particle is due to sca�er before the end of the timestep, the position and

momentum are updated only to the time of the sca�ering event. At the end of that lifetime,

the carrier is sca�ered and a new lifetime is generated. �e particle is assigned a new state
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Figure 3.4: Carrier dynamics and sca�ering �owchart

using the band structure and sca�ering process data. �e carrier and its new lifetime are

recursively considered according to the preceding logic, until the carrier reaches the end

of the timestep interval.

3.8 Treatment of Particle Dispersion

�e dispersion relation is an important input parameter for a given carrier species,

as it de�nes major behavioral properties of the carrier as it moves through the mate-

rial medium. In code, the dispersion relation can be treated two ways: analytically or

numerically. Both approaches are used in this work. In the analytical approach, the

dispersion relation and its derived expressions are directly used in the code as closed-form
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functions. �e inverse of the dispersion relation is used during initialization when selecting

wavevector magnitudes from randomly sampled energies. �e derivative of the dispersion

relation is used to select carrier velocity components from the wavevector components. So,

the general requirements of analytical dispersion relations are the existence of a reasonable

analytic derivative and a reasonable analytic inverse. �e analytic approach is sometimes

taken for low-energy electrons and holes where a few analytic approximations with simple

derivatives and inverses are available. �e analytic approach is taken in this work for some

electron subclasses, and the code corresponding to the analytic function is described in

Chapter 4.

If the dispersion relation is complex and cannot be used directly in an analytic form,

or if the analytic forms involve slow math API functions, then the numerical approach must

be used. In the numerical approach, a table is created in memory. �e dispersion relation

table stores wavevectors indexed by energy value. Generally, the dispersion relation is

a many-to-many relationship and fetching entries from the table is complicated. A C++

support class has been created for this purpose called BandStructure. �e class constructor

reads a list of (E,kx ,ky,kz) coordinates for a number of degenerate bands of the dispersion

relation from a binary �le. Note that the �le IO operations are conducted only in one

node, and MPI functions are used to synchronize the loaded band structures between other

allocated notes. �e process of fetching an energy value from the table is provided by the

function Bandstructure::E. �is function merely returns the energy corresponding to the

closest stored k in the table.

�e wavevectors all lie within a region of reciprocal space called the 1st Brillouin

Zone. �is zone typically has a high level of symmetry. A sub-region called the irreducible
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wedge may exist that can be rotated and positioned to cover the entire space. �e function

BandStructure::wedge returns the vector in the irreducible wedge that is symmetric to

a given input vector. �is function and its sister function BandStructure::dewedge, are

used to exploit the symmetry of the space and reduce memory requirements. When

producing wavevectors from the table, all degenerate energy states are considered equally

as likely. �is includes symmetric partners of wavevectors in the irreducible wedge. �e

BandStructure::dewedge function automatically picks from any such wavevector, distributed

uniformly randomly.

�e function BandStructure::k is responsible for fetching wavevectors corresponding

to a particular energy. �e code in BandStructure::k searches for all stored wavevectors

corresponding to an energy within an interval around the argument energy. Each band is

searched and the results from all bands are collected into a shortlist. A vector is uniformly

randomly selected and passed through BandStructure::dewedge. �e resulting vector and

its corresponding band index are returned to the calling function.

�e �nal BandStructure support function is BandStructure::grad which computes the

gradient of energy with respect to wavevector for a given band and argument wavevector.

�is function is used to compute velocities from the table when the BandStructure object

acts as a carrier’s dispersion relation. �e BandStructure::grad function recognizes the

symmetry of the 1st Brillouin Zone as well.

3.9 Carrier Dynamics

As described in Sections 2.1 and 2.2, the dynamics of the semi-classical particles

are derived from their dispersion relations. �e following familiar results from classical
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physics apply:

F =
d p
dt
= −∇rH , (3.19)

and

v = ∇pH , (3.20)

where H is the Hamiltonian of the particle species being discussed, F is the dynamic force

acting on the particle, r is the position of the particle, and v is the velocity of the particle.

Note that for electrons and phonons, the Hamiltonian has a useful property: the only the

contribution to the Hamiltonian that depends on position is the potential energy, while

the only contribution to the Hamiltonian that depends on momentum is the kinetic energy.

�us, Equations 3.21 and 3.22 can be rewri�en as

F =
d p
dt
= −∇rU , (3.21)

and

v =
d r
dt
= ∇pE(p), (3.22)

where U is the potential energy and E(p) is the band structure or dispersion relation, in

terms of p. Now the force on an electron quasi-particle due to an applied electrostatic

potential, aside from the la�ice ion potential, can be calculated from its gradient. �e

velocity of electrons and phonons can also be calculated from the gradient of the band

structure or dispersion relation. Velocity computed this way also corresponds to the group

velocity of the carrier wavefunction, and therefore to the velocity of the envelope of

the carrier wavepacket. �ese equations are the primary principles used to simulate the

dynamic trajectories of semi-classical carriers. �e gradient of electrostatic potential is
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used in the PE solver to generate the electric force �eld. �e force �eld is referenced in

updateMomentum to incrementally adjust the momentum vector. �e carrier object uses

its adjusted momentum vector to compute its own velocity from its band structure. �e

resulting velocity is obtained via the Carrier::v function and used to incrementally adjust

the position vector.

3.10 Calculating the Distribution Function

MC simulations can be either single-particle or ensemble simulations. �e main

characteristics of the approach are similar. A single carrier can be simulated, replacing

it with a randomly initialized particle as it encounters boundary conditions which may

remove it from the simulation domain. �e amount of time the carrier spends, on average,

in di�erent regions of the phase space will contribute to the magnitude of the distribution

function of that region. �e carrier must travel to every region of the phase space within

the simulation domain’s constraints many times to build up a reasonable approximation of

the distribution function for the entire domain. �e single-particle mode is therefore more

appropriate for bulk tests, such as the mobility experiments in Ch. 4, where a speci�c cross

section of a highly symmetric phase space is being examined. In the ensemble mode, the

distribution function is computed by comparing the proportion of carriers occupying a

speci�c region of the phase space to the total number of simulated carriers. Due to this

di�erence, coarse data is available immediately for the entire device. In particular, the

ensemble mode will converge faster in device simulations where �eld quantities are used

as an input to self-consistently solve a simultaneous equation such as the PE. Using the PE
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as an example, the entire device’s distribution function is required to compute the charge

density as an input to the PE solver.



CHAPTER 4

ELECTRON MONTE CARLO IN SILICON

�is chapter describes characteristics speci�c to the modeling of electrons with

the MC method introduced in Chapter 3, and presents the results of several electron MC

simulations. Electrons inside a Si la�ice acquire a unique band structure di�erent to the

dispersion relation of the other particles simulated in this work. Electrons also require

special treatment due to their nonzero electric charge and status as fermions.

�e di�erent models of the electronic Si band structure will be discussed and

compared, along with the details of their representation within the code. �e initialization

of electron individuals and electron populations is also discussed, and this chapter also will

elaborate on the relevant sca�ering processes seen by electrons in Si and the experiments

that were performed to verify the correctness of the approach.

�e simulations presented serve to verify the correctness of the MC simulation. A

simulation of an electric �eld applied bulk material was performed to verify that the tool

can properly reproduce the temperature dependence of electron mobility in Si. Two devices,

an n-i-n diode and a nanoscale FinFET, were simulated to test the ensemble simulation

mode, various features of device boundary conditions, and the quantum con�nement code.

While the n-i-n device structure is based on earlier work by another author, the speci�c

46
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form of the diode and the presented simulation results are original to this work. �e FinFET

simulation results are also presented for the �rst time here.

4.1 Initialization of Fermion Populations

Electrons can theoretically be initialized within the simulation to a range of physical

and unphysical populations. Some populations may lead to numerical instability that

causes the simulation to halt, but the likelihood of this is expected to decrease if the

population statistics resemble a solution of the PE, SE, and BTE. In order to reach acceptable

convergence times, it is also prudent to initialize the population to have statistics near in

some sense to the expected solution found by the simulation. Simply giving the electrons

the �nal solution’s statistics should of course also be avoided, but this is generally not

possible anyway due to the solution being unknown a priori.

�e established method, which follows the above guidance, is to initialize the

electron population to the equilibrium population from which the �nal solution is expected

to depart. For electrons, this means initializing the particles so that their energy follows

the Fermi-Dirac distribution

fFD =
1

e
E

kBT + 1
, (4.1)

where E is the energy of the particle above the Fermi energy, kB is Boltzmann’s constant, and

T is the population temperature. �e generation of velocities can then follow from the band

structure chosen, and the particle positions can be initialized according to the doping pro�le

of the device being simulated. �e Fermi-Dirac distribution has no trivial inverse due to the

form of the denominator. �e distribution must therefore be generated by the code through

the use of rejection sampling instead of inverse transform sampling. However, it is notable
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that the Fermi-Dirac distribution will approach the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution in

the high temperature or low density limits. �us, the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution

can be used for low concentrations where electron degeneracy can be neglected. �e

Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution takes the form

fMB
1

e
E

kBT

, (4.2)

where all variables have the same interpretation as in Equation 4.1. Physically, this can be

interpreted as the spins of the electrons minimally interacting due to their large average

separation distance. For these low concentrations, the inverse transform sampling of the

Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution may be used to approximate the proper energies, and

this approximation is utilized for generation of electron populations in all simulations

associated with this work. Random energies are generated using the quantile function for

the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution,

E =
3
2kBT ln(r ), (4.3)

where r is a uniform random number in the interval [0, 1]. �e units of E depend on the

units kB is recorded in. In this work, all quantities are stored internally with base SI units,

so E has units of joules.

4.2 Models of Silicon Band Structure

�e band structure of Si is anisotropic due to the anisotropy of its diamond la�ice

structure. �e diamond la�ice is a kind of cubic la�ice, so the 1st Brillouin Zone appears

as a truncated dodecahedron as shown in Figure 4.1. �e overall band structure inherits

the 48-fold symmetry of the 1st Brillouin Zone. �e band structure also departs markedly
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Figure 4.1: 1st Brillouin Zone for a diamond la�ice

at high energies from the simpli�ed parabolic e�ective mass approximation. �e full band

structure was calculated as part of this work, and is presented in Figure 4.2. �e �gure
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Figure 4.2: Full band structure of Si
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shows the Si band structure along high symmetry lines, displaying a hallmark feature of

the Si band structure: the appearance of lowest energy minimum near the edge of the 1st

Brillouin Zone, along the Γ − X line of symmetry. �e relationship E(k) is approximately

parabolic as k is varied away from these valley minima in any direction. In Fig. 4.2, the

parabolic shape of the low energy region of the X -valley is evident.

�e fullband structure was calculated using the empirical pseudopotential method

as described in [68]. �e empirical pseudopotential method uses a plane wave expansion of

the crystal Hamiltonian in Fourier space to calculate the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian at

each speci�c site in the 1st Brillouin Zone. �e method uses pseudopotentials, which means

the electrostatic potential of the la�ice cell is approximated using only the net charge of

the la�ice ion cores. �is method is applied in MATLAB [69] to a set of inputs which

includes the desired k vectors and a list of form factors and pseudopotentials determined

by experiment. �e MATLAB data is saved as a band table in the format required by the

band structure object. In this work, three eigenvalues above the band gap are saved as

three bands in the band table �le. �e k vectors chosen are vectors in a regular, rectangular

mesh where such points lie within the irreducible wedge. �e mesh spacing was chosen

so that 100 mesh points exist along one axis in the reciprocal la�ice unit cell.

Fig. 4.3 highlights the six equivalentX -valleys, symmetrically placed around the 1st

Brillouin zone. �e anisotropy of the system manifests as ellipsoidal, rather than spherical,

surfaces of constant energy around the valley minima. As the e�ective mass is dependent

on the slope of the energy as a particle moves out of the ellipsoid, away from the minimum,

the direction of increasing k will select di�erent e�ective masses. �is distinction is the

origin of the colors in Figure 4.3, showing the valleys corresponding to transverse e�ective
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Figure 4.3: Six valleys of lowest energy

masses in light blue and longitudinal e�ective masses in dark blue. In any given population

where the transport is mostly in the 〈100〉 direction, about one third of the electrons will

be in a valley aligned with the ellipsoid’s semi-major axis while two thirds will be in a

valley arranged perpendicularly. �e occupation of the di�erent valleys leads to a mean

e�ective mass which can be used to create an isotropic model to reproduce many transport

metrics, namely conductivity. �is mean is referred to as the conductivity e�ective mass.

�e isotropic parabolic model for the 6 valleys is

E(k) =
~2(k − kv)2

2mc
, (4.4)

where kv is the wavevector of the minimum energy point in valley v andmc is the conduc-

tivity e�ective mass. Distinguishing which valley the electron resides in is unnecessary in

the isotropic case. In literature and in code, the displacement of the valley minimum is
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typically suppressed:

E(k) =
~2k2

2mc
. (4.5)

In both cases, the constant energy surfaces can be made ellipsoidal by replacingmc with

the reciprocal e�ective mass tensor

(
1
m

)
uv

=



1
mxx

0 0

0 1
myy

0

0 0 1
mzz


, (4.6)

wheremxx ,myy , andmzz are the e�ective masses of the corresponding coordinate axes.

�e e�ective masses in Equation 4.6 are selected from the transverse e�ective mass

mt or the longitudinal e�ective mass ml depending on the orientation of the valley. To

be�er match the higher energy tails of the distribution, a nonparabolicity factor α can be

added to the nonparabolic band’s dispersion relation. �is modi�cation takes Equation 4.5

into the form

E(k)[1 + αE(k)] = γ = ~
2k2

2mc
, (4.7)

which can also be modi�ed to account for anisotropic valleys by similarly replacing the

e�ective mass on the right hand side.

As previously mentioned in Chapter 2, velocity for parabolic bands is found from

momentum via v = p/mc . For nonparabolic bands, the gradient of the band function with

respect to p must be taken to produce the following velocity function:

v =
p

m
√

1 + 4αγ
. (4.8)
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�e above approximations lead to the three well-accepted ways in the literature

to describe the band structure of simulated electrons in Si: a single isotropic, parabolic

band; a ”model band structure” consisting of six anisotropic, nonparabolic valleys; and, a

table with a fully detailed, numerically computed band structure. For convenience, these

band structures are referred to throughout this work as the parabolic band structure, the

nonparabolic band structure, and the full band structure, respectively. Of these three

models, only the full band structure does not possess an invertible closed form expression.

As the function E(k) must be inverted several times during the simulation, there are clear

advantages to using such expressions. However, only the full band structure is capable

of reproducing the correct velocity distribution at high energies even when compared to

using nonparabolicity factors.

�e object-oriented nature of the code associated with this work allows the creation

of a natural set of Carrier objects corresponding to the di�erent band structures. �e

subclass-speci�c functions for ElectronSiParabolic, ElectronSiNonparabolic, and Electron-

SiFullband utilize the proper formulas as discussed above for the generation of energy,

wavevector, and velocity. �e class ElectronSiFullBand utilizes the BandStructure class

described in Chapter 2.

4.3 Scattering of Electrons in Silicon

Sca�ering of electrons in Si crystals happen as the electrons interact with and are

sca�ered from various perturbing potentials. Perturbing potentials are generally of two

classes: irregularities in the la�ice and dopant ion charges. Irregularities in the la�ice

sca�er electrons due to the fact that the repeating, perfect crystalline structure is already
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“baked-in” to the �ight dynamics via the band structure. La�ice ions that are missing or

present when it was assumed otherwise will therefore a�ect the dynamics of the electron

quasi-particle. Irregularities in the la�ice due to actual physical imperfections such as

crystal defects will cause sca�ering, as well as distortions of the la�ice due to thermal

vibrations. �e la�er case is interpreted as electrons sca�ering against phonons.

�e carrier sca�ering rates used in the simulation were computed using the

procedure outlined in [23]. �e model employed includes four sca�ering processes: acoustic

deformation potential sca�ering, intervalley phonon absorption, intervalley phonon

emission, and ionized impurity sca�ering. �ese processes were chosen to reproduce

the correct bulk mobility dependence on temperature and doping concentration. �e

ionized impurity sca�ering introduces variation of mobility with doping concentration,

while the acoustic deformation potential sca�ering introduces strong dependence on

temperature. �ese four sca�ering processes are used for both this work’s bulk mobility

veri�cation and the device simulations. �e ionized impurity sca�ering rate is the Conwell-

Weisskompf formulation [70]. �e functional form of the phonon sca�ering formulas are

taken from [23], with constant parameters chosen to reproduce the correct temperature

dependence of mobility. All of these rate formulas are derived from FGR in the cited

sources, and thus have a similar form. �e following equations summarize the sca�ering

rate expressions used in this work:

1
τADP

= A1T
η
L

√
E (k) (4.9a)

1
τabs
= A2

√
E (k) + ~ω0 (4.9b)

1
τemi
= A3

√
E (k) − ~ω0 (4.9c)
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1
τion
= A4N1

1
3
√
E (k) (4.9d)

where τn is the characteristic sca�ering time for process n in seconds, TL is the la�ice

temperature with exponential factor η, N1 is the semiconductor dopant concentration in

cm−3, E(k) is the energy band structure in eV, and ~ω0 is the optical phonon energy for

intervalley phonon sca�ering in eV. More complex expressions that explicitly take into

account band structure anisotropy or other material properties can be derived as well, but

in practice a simple tuning process of the coe�cients is enough to reproduce the bulk

electron conductivity, as described in the following section.

Selecting the state a�er sca�ering can be complicated. For electrons interacting

electromagnetically with ionized impurities, the �nal state is typically a path whose

direction is only de�ected by a small angle. Dead-on strikes perturb the path much more

dramatically, but they are far less common than glancing approaches to the perturbing

potential. �is can be implemented directly in the code if the angular distribution of

electron velocities is expected to be a signi�cant quantity. For replicating the bulk

mobility, an alternative approach is to e�ect the same net change in momentum by

sca�ering with uniform angles but much less frequently. �is approach is taken in the

code, and it a�ords an advantage in computation time and makes the process for selecting

a�er-sca�ering velocities identical for ionized impurity sca�ering and phonon sca�ering.

Phonon sca�ering comes in two �avors: acoustic phonon and optical phonon sca�ering.

�ese processes are elastic and inelastic, respectively. Elastic sca�ering conserves energy

and selects a new wavevector uniformly randomly that corresponds to the same energy

the particle had before sca�ering. Inelastic sca�ering does not conserve energy, which
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corresponds to energy entering the la�ice system and leaving the electron gas. A new

wavevector is selected that corresponds to the lower or higher energy of the sca�ering

state.

4.4 Veri�cation of Bulk Electron Mobility

Since the MC tool was custom-created, its accuracy had to be assessed before it could

reliably be used to study more complex devices or materials. �is mobility simulation was

conducted to verify the appropriateness of the selected sca�ering processes by reproducing

the temperature dependence of the electron mobility of bulk Si. Another goal of this

simulation is to pin down the correct sca�ering rate coe�cients that set the relative

strengths of the processes. �e ability to reproduce the temperature trend is taken as

support that the sca�ering processes chosen, their functional forms, and the coe�cients

are correct and su�ciently descriptive of the internal device physics for simulations

involving conductivity, mobility, and temperature. �us, it is assumed that sca�ering

coe�cients which reproduce the mobility are re�ective of physically correct proportions of

contribution to the mobility from each process. �is assumption applies exactly given full

treatment of a�er-sca�ering state selection and approximately given the uniform selection

of angles for impurity sca�ering. �is section describes the overall simulation approach,

the input parameters used, and the simulation results.

�e tuning process started with bulk mobility computed from a single constant

sca�ering rate. Mobility µ was computed by le�ing electrons move under the in�uence of

constant electric �eld Eappled , computing their average velocity vavд, and using the formula
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µ =
|vavд |
|Eapplied |

. (4.10)

When performing the bulk simulation, care must be taken to select domain sizes and

simulation timesteps that allow for the sca�ering processes to occur without being limited.

For instance, a low sca�ering rate’s corresponding mobility will appear arti�cially higher

if the mean free path is longer than the simulation domain. An identical aliasing e�ect

occurs when the mean time between sca�ering is much longer than the simulation time.

�is phenomenon was observed early on in debugging.

Table 4.1 was prepared to assist in selecting simulation se�ings that were appropri-

ate for di�erent mobilities. Ideally, the sca�ering rate is related to the mobility through

Table 4.1: Limits for simulation se�ings

Γ (Hz) τ (s) µ (cm2/V s) |Ecrit | (V/m) |Eapp | (V/m) |vavд | (m/s) MFP (m)
1011 10−11 67717.67 42095.88 5000 33858.83 3.4 × 10−7

1012 10−12 6771.77 420958.84 5000 3385.88 3.4 × 10−9

1013 10−13 677.18 4209588.36 5000 338.59 3.4 × 10−11

the relationship

µ =
q

me
τ , (4.11)

where τ is the combined sca�ering time, q is the elementary charge,me is the electron mass.

Equation 4.11 can be derived under the assumption that sca�ering events are elastic and

completely randomize the carrier velocity. Carriers accelerate in the electric �eld, sca�er

randomly, and re-accelerate, which results in a �nite average velocity. �e relationship
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between average velocity and average energy is found through the dispersion relation. For

the purposes of Table 4.1, the parabolic dispersion relation was used. �ese formulas make

it possible to determine mean free path, mean free �ight time, and electric �eld given a

target mobility for simulation.

Additionally, due to the presence of optical phonon emission as a selected sca�ering

process, the mobility simulations must all take place below the critical �eld strength for

velocity saturation. When the average carrier energy approaches the optical phonon

energy, many carriers will become eligible for the optical phonon emission process. �e

electric �eld at which this occurs is related to the optical phonon energy by the formula

|Ecrit | = µ−1

√
(2~ω0)2

mc
(4.12)

�is relationship was used to identify the maximum applied electric �eld for each test.

Mimicking the constant-rate mobility also serves to con�rm the dynamics code in process-

Carrier and updateMomentum operate properly, and it veri�es some of the basic sca�ering

and state selection code as well.

Once it was veri�ed that the constant-rate simulation followed the accepted formula

for ideal sca�ering, the rate dependence was introduced. �e di�erent sca�ering processes

each have di�erent domains where they are to a good approximation the sole sca�ering

process contributing to the mobility. Acoustic phonon sca�ering dominates in high

temperatures, masking other processes. Ionized impurity sca�ering dominates in low

temperatures with high doping concentration. Optical phonon sca�ering does not depend

on any applied conditions, only electron energy, and is thus dominant in cold, intrinsic

Si simulations. �e sca�ering rate is linearly proportional to the mobility in all elastic
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sca�ering processes, so selecting the rates for those processes in their dominance regime

requires few iterations. Turning on inelastic sca�ering alters the average energy of the

population in a complex way, which a�ects the other sca�ering processess’ coe�cients due

to the formulas’ energy dependence. �is results in a nonlinear change in each coe�cient

being required to iteratively approach the �nal system of sca�ering rates.

�e values for the sca�ering rate constants for Equations 4.9a through 4.9d can be

found in Table 4.2.

Table 4.2: Sca�ering rate constants

Constant Value
A1 2.96 × 107

A2 5.00 × 1012

A3 0.75 × 1012

A4 3.50 × 109

η 1.50
~ω 0.05 eV

Figure 4.4 shows the mobility vs temperature dependence extracted from the

simulator compared to experimental values.

Good agreement is seen throughout the relevant temperature range. Of the

four sca�ering types, the dominant sca�ering process is acoustic deformation potential

sca�ering in both doped and intrinsic regions at high temperatures. �ere is no hard rule

for how long to run the simulation. As more iterations are conducted, the sample average

approaches the presumed true solution. Between 700 and 1000 core hours were used per
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of simulated mobilities to experimental data from [1].

temperature point in Figure 4.4, so that the change in low order digits in the average at

the end of each timestep was on the order of 10 cm2/Vs.

4.5 Geometric Boundary Conditions

One of the primary advantages of the MC method is the support for arbitrary device

geometries. In terms of code implementation, the boundary re�ection calculation can

become complicated, as many re�ections and sca�ering events occur. When the carriers

are processed in free �ight, the position vector is incrementally updated. Using only

the boundary geometry and the available carrier properties, boundary-crossing must be

detected and corrected. In this section, the code for computing the boundary interactions

is described. For the current implementation, all faces are rectangles with arbitrary size,

position, and 90◦ orientation. �us, any shape that can be composed of rectangular faces

is supported.
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�e particle position is checked against the boundary geometry information for

boundary violations immediately a�er any incremental update to its position vector. �ere

are six possible arrangements of the particle and face: particle inside or outside of the face,

for each coordinate axis. When a particle is checked against a face, the interaction is �rst

classi�ed as one of these scenarios. �en, the particle and face are transformed into a new

coordinate system so that the interaction is always a particle on the inside of a face on the

YZ -plane. �is allows the same function to be used for all six scenarios.

Particles are then checked to see if they are outside the face plane and have an

outward-moving velocity component. �e particle velocity, current position, and face

position are used to compute the time at which the particle must have intersected with the

face. �is time is compared against the last recorded time of sca�ering, which is a stored

property of the particle. If the time of last sca�ering is more recent than the apparent

collision time, then the face could not have been crossed. In that case, the function exits.

Otherwise, it is assumed the particle passed through the face. �e particle position at the

time of intersection is computed. A new velocity vector is computed based on whether

or not the face is �agged for di�use or specular sca�ering. Specular sca�ering events are

computed by reversing only the velocity component normal to the face. Di�use sca�ering

is performed by selecting a new random velocity that moves away from the face. �e

carrier travels forward again on the new trajectory for the time interval calculated earlier.

�e �nal, sca�ered particle position and velocity are transformed back into the original

coordinate system, and the function exits. �is algorithm for comparing a particle position

to a single boundary face can be seen in the Figure 4.5. Multiple faces are handled by calling

the boundary checking function on each face in the set of faces comprising the device. If
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Figure 4.5: Carrier boundary checking �owchart

any face causes a sca�ering event, all of the faces are checked again. �e re-checking of

faces allows for correct sca�ering in situations such as tight corners.

4.6 Simulation of Electron Ensembles

Electrons are treated one-at-a-time in the bulk mobility simulations. Instead, a large

population of particles can be simulated together. �is mode of simulation is referred to as

an ensemble simulation. Ensemble simulation must be used when data for every mesh site
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in the device is required at once, upfront. �is situation exactly occurs when simulating

an electronic device, as the electric �eld must be calculated from local electron density

throughout the device. A charge mesh must be created and the instantaneous amount of

charge in the mesh cell at a given time is used to calculate the cell’s charge density. Using

the single-particle method, the required charge density distribution function could only

be generated once the single particle had spent some amount of time in every region of

the device. Initial data such as doping region, doping concentration, and material-speci�c

information are provided to the MC initialization function via a device input �le. �is data

tells the MC initialization function from which Carrier subclass to create Carrier instances,

how many of each type there should be, and where they should be randomly placed during

initialization. �e MC initialization function also uses the sca�ering functions to compute

an initial carrier free-�ight time for each instance.

In device simulation, there must also be a new kind of boundary condition corre-

sponding to Ohmic contacts. �e Ohmic boundary condition is created by maintaining a

neutral region of a few points deep in the charge mesh.

�e MC module does so by adding or removing charge as needed to maintain the

neutrality of the region and by allowing electrons to freely leave the device through those

boundaries. �is step is performed a�er new electron positions have been calculated by the

MC dynamics and boundary code. First, the C++ erase-remove idiom is used on the data

structure containing the electron population, using the out of bounds e function. Second,

an account is made of all of the electrons in the neutral region. �e proper number for

neutrality is calculated during initialization and stored as a global variable. If the number

of electrons to add or remove has an integer part, then that many are added or removed
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from the corresponding region. If the number to add or remove has a fractional part, then

this fractional part is interpreted as a probability of adding or removing a single particle.

Uniform random numbers are drawn from the interval [0, 1] and compared against the

fractional part to determine if another particle will be added or removed. On average,

this process tends to maintain the boundary cells that lie against the designated Ohmic

contacts at net zero charge while allowing electrons to leave the device. Electrons are

added according to the equilibrium distribution from whence the population was originally

initialized. Current injection occurs in the simulation due to the applied electric �eld

causing a shi� in the center of the electron population. �is shi� causes a de�cit in the

cathode charge density that triggers the action of this portion of the simulation function

to add carriers.

4.7 Poisson’s Equation

In the event that the particles being simulated carry an electric charge, the electric

�eld in the device must be computed by solving Poisson’s equation before each iteration

of the main MC Kernel function. Poisson’s equation is a simple relation involving electric

charge density ρ and electrostatic potential V :

∇2
rV =

ρ

ε
, (4.13)

where ε is the electric permi�ivity of the material. Here, V and ρ are both functions of

r only, not t or p. In this case, ε=εSiε0 where εSi and ε0 are the relative permi�ivity of Si

and the permi�ivity of free space, respectively. �e Poisson code is organized into the

functions described in Table 4.3. �e quantity of interest is actually the electric �eld E,
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Table 4.3: Poisson module functions

Function Name Description
setupPoisson Called during initialization, prepares memory

space for storing �eld, potential, and charge
density

prepPoisson Called before solvePoisson, assigns mobile
charges to mesh points

solvePoisson Solves Poisson system and computes electric
�eld from potential in parallel

freePoisson Frees memory resources associated with Pois-
son system a�er simulation is complete

savePoisson Saves charge density, electric �eld, and potential
data to �les

which can be found from V through the relationship

E = −∇rV (4.14)

a�er the potential is calculated.

In the current version of the solver, external faces can be either Dirichlet and

Neumann boundary conditions. Dirichlet boundary conditions specify the value of the

potential on the face, while Neumann boundary conditions specify the electric �eld value

on the face. A rectangular mesh is chosen to cover the region of the device for which the

electric �eld is required. �e mesh is a rectangular la�ice of real-space points for which

the equation will be approximately solved. While this la�ice is di�erent from the crystal

la�ice, each mesh point lies in the center of a rectangular mesh cell, de�ned exactly as the

Wigner-Seitz cell is for crystal la�ices. Di�erent simulations may have di�erent mesh cell

dimensions, as well as di�erent numbers of mesh points N in each direction. �e basic

appearance of this mesh used in all the device simulations is depicted in Figure 4.6, with
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(Nx ,Ny,Nz) = (5, 10, 5). Rows and columns with the index 0 or N + 1 are used to store the
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Figure 4.6: Example mesh, showing charge assignment algorithm

values associated with boundary conditions. �e mesh size and the time interval between

solutions of the PE are related to the numerical stability of the solver. �e time interval

must be lower than the reciprocal of the plasma frequency ωp given by

ωp =

√
q2ND

εm∗
, (4.15)

where q is the charge of an electron, ND is the highest dopant concentration in the

simulation, ε is the electric permi�ivity of the material, and m∗ is the lowest encountered

e�ective mass in the simulation [71]. �e smallest mesh spacing ∆x is constrained to be

on the same order of mangitude as the Debye length λD given by

λD =

√
εSikBT

q2ND
, (4.16)
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where kB is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the population average temperature, and q and ND

are de�ned as in Equation 4.15. It is noted in [72] that a ∆x/λD ratio of 2.5 leads to stable

MC simulations, while higher ratios greater than 4− 6 lead to runaway energy increases in

the population. �e simulation parameters in this work are chosen to satisfy both of these

time and mesh constraints while maintaining a convenient and manageable number of

mesh points. �ese cells are shown colored in Figure 4.6. Rectangular subregions of colored

faces can individually be manipulated to adhere to di�erent boundary conditions. In all

device simulations conducted in this work, the device has “source” and “drain” regions

with Dirichlet conditions specifying the applied voltage. For the diode, all other faces are

given Neumann conditions of E = 0, corresponding to the idea that no current density will

cause charges to exit the device laterally. Transistor simulations have an additional “gate”

region assigned Dirichlet boundary conditions.

�e discrete form of 4.13 is

δ 2
xV ijk

∆x2 +
δ 2
yV ijk

∆y2 +
δ 2
zV ijk

∆z2 =
ρijk

ε
. (4.17)

In this notation, V ijk refers to the approximated value of V solved at the coordinates

corresponding to mesh point (i, j,k) and the δ 2
x operator is the centered �nite di�erence

approximation of the second derivative with respect to x , given by

δ 2
xhijk = hi+1 j k − 2hijk + hi−1 j k (4.18)

where hijk is a generic discrete function. �e other operators δ 2
y and δ 2

z are de�ned similarly

for their respective axes. Equation 4.17 can be solved for V ijk , giving
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V i j k =

(
∆y2∆z2

∆−1

)
[V i+1 j k +V i−1 j k] +(

∆x2∆z2

∆−1

)
[V i j+1k +V i j−1k] +(

∆x2∆y2

∆−1

)
[V i j k+1 +V i j k−1] +(

∆x2∆y2∆z2

∆−1

) (ρi j k
ε

)
(4.19)

where ∆ = 2(∆y2∆z2 + ∆x2∆z2 + ∆x2∆y2). �e system to be solved contains an instance

of Equation 4.19 for each internal mesh point. Boundary 0 and N + 1 mesh points are not

given equations like the above, and are assigned special values depending on the associated

face’s prescribed boundary conditions. For Dirichlet conditions, the mesh points are simply

set equal to the control voltage from the simulation input �le. For Neumann conditions,

the boundary cell value is set equal to the immediately neighboring internal cell in the

direction normal to the boundary face. �is assignment is the same as se�ing a low order

�nite di�erence derivative equal to zero at the boundary.

To solve the system, a discrete charge density vector ρijk must be computed

for Equation 4.17. Also, the boundary points must be assigned values so that they are

available for use during the solution process. In doped regions, a uniform charge density

corresponding to the dopant ions is assigned to each of the Poisson solver’s mesh points.

�en, during the prepPoisson function, the mobile charges are assigned to appropriate

mesh points. While there are various strategies for assigning charge to mesh points,

this work takes the simple approach of assigning any charge within the mesh cell to the

corresponding mesh point with no interpolation, shown in the callout in Figure 4.6.
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To start with, a potential equal to the anode potential is assigned to every mesh

point. Iteratively, the relationship in Equation 4.19 is used to compute new discrete potential

values. �e new potential values are sometimes interpolated between the result of this

calculation and the previous iteration’s result, which is known as successive overrelaxation.

�e interpolation parameter can be altered to give the system faster convergence at the

expense of numerical stability. Between iterations, the Neumann boundary conditions must

be re-calculated. �e iterations continue until the relative error is below some threshold

of satisfactory accuracy, included as a simulation se�ing. Future solutions of Poisson’s

equation use the previous solution as a starting point, to increase speed performance. �is

is the same self-consistent electric �eld simulation technique presented in [71], updated to

solve in three dimensions.

4.8 Simulation of Electrical Characteristics of an NiN Diode

Using the modules and procedures built up in preceding discussions, a device level

simulation can be constructed. �e device simulation makes use of the Poisson and MC

modules, including the bulk and boundary sca�ering and Ohmic boundary condition

features. A �owchart describing the coordination of these features in the device simulation

is shown in Figure 4.7.

To verify the implementation of the device-level features of the MC tool, an n-i-n

diode device was simulated. �is device is intended to resemble the 2D MC study of

GaAs and Si diodes presented by Tomizawa in [73]. Whereas Tomizawa’s device was only

simulated in two dimensions, this device is simulated in 3D. �e n-i-n structure is also a

useful building block for constructing other devices, which further motivates its selection
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Figure 4.7: Basic electronic device simulation �owchart

as an initial device simulation test. �e device, its dimensions, and its Poisson boundary

conditions are depicted in Figure 4.8.

In Figure 4.8, yellow faces correspond to Dirichlet conditions and blue faces

correspond to the no-�ux Neumann condition. �e n-type regions are doped to 2×1017cm−3.

�e structure is 550nm in length with a cross section of 500nm×500nm. �e doping regions

extend 150nm into the device from the source and drain edges. �e axis drawn by tracing

from the source to the drain will be referred to in subsequent discussions as the “transport

axis.” �e �rst and last interior Poisson mesh cells along the transport axis are used to

implement the Ohmic boundary conditions described in Section 4.6. �e lateral faces, in

blue in Figure 4.8 use specular re�ection for boundary sca�ering. �e device is simulated

under 750mV forward bias at 300K.
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Figure 4.8: Dimensions, Dirichlet (yellow/orange), and Neumann (blue) boundary
conditions of simulated n-i-n diode (not to scale)

Figure 4.9 shows the resulting simulated electric potential along the transport axis

as compared to the Si diode simulated by Tomizawa. Note that the simulation solves

for potential at discrete points, typically warranting a sca�er plot instead of a line plot.

However, the mesh resolution for potential in the transport axis varies between only 1nm

or 2nm in all simulations, resulting in a quasi-continuous impression of the potential at the

scales plo�ed. �e potential remains fairly constant in the doped region and transitions

from ground to the bias voltage through the intrinsic region. �ere is a slight downward

dip before the potential begins to rise, at the n-i junction on the cathode side of the device.

�ese features are all expected results by comparison to Tomizawa’s work.

A theoretical examination of the expected graph can explain the downward dip.

Consider Figure 4.10. In Figure 4.10a the separate band diagrams show the position of the

Fermi level, conduction band edge, and valence band edge in each separate region of the
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Figure 4.9: Potential comparison for simulated n-i-n junction diode

device. In equilibrium, the Fermi levels throughout the device will be constant, forcing

the conduction and valence band pro�le to assume the shape seen in Figure 4.10b. Since

electrons are negative, the upward potential energy “bump” corresponds to a barrier region

of lower built-in potential. �erefore, plots of potential energy have the form of Figure

4.11, which shows the potential energy pro�le for the equilibrium device for two di�erent

applied drain voltages. At the n-i junction there is a negative, then positive, curvature in

the potential due to the positive, then negative, charge densities formed at that junction. In

the i-n junction, the opposite occurs with positive, then negative curvature. �ese pa�erns

of curvature will persist in all bias points. Hence, when the drain potential is increased, the

i-n junction curvature naturally �ts the “low to high” trend, and a recognizable in�ection

feature is developed at the location of the n-i junction where the “low to high” trend

runs against the required curvature pa�ern. �e curvature and band-bending diagrams
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Figure 4.10: Reference band diagrams for discussions on n-i-n devices
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Figure 4.11: Plot of the ideal built-in potential of an n-i-n structure in equilibrium

presented here will appear again in descriptions of the FinFET simulation, as the same

underlying n-i-n structure is used.
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A further set of three simulations was conducted to test the framework’s ability

to simulate di�erent band structures and, in particular, test the stability of the full band

code. �e results can be see in the plot of carrier velocity distribution, separated by band

structure, in Figure 4.12. Due to the relatively low energies encountered, there is not a very
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Figure 4.12: Comparison of simulated velocity pro�le for di�erent bandstructures

large di�erence in the velocity distribution. Higher energies are expected to have slightly

lower velocities in the full band simulation, due to the shallower slope of the density of

states. �e nonparabolic velocities should follow more closely with the full band velocities,

while the parabolic simulation should show velocities consistently higher than both. �e

emerging trend in the plot appears to follow roughly this expectation.

�ese �gures demonstrate the correctness of the implemented MC and Poisson

solvers through their similarity to Tomizawa’s device simulations, and also show the power

of the MC simulation technique itself. With this veri�ed PE and MC framework, statistics
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on carrier populations as a function of location within devices can be computed easily,

even in scenarios with more complex geometry or in materials with more complicated

band structures or sca�ering phenomena.

4.9 �antum Con�nement of Charge Carriers

�e next simulation requires special handling of the electron population. �e

MC module needs assistance in simulations where the size of the simulation domain

approaches the same order of magnitude as the average electron wavelength. �is scenario,

called quantum con�nement, breaks the assumption of slowly varying potential that is

critical to viewing electrons as semi-classical objects. In potential wells of such small

sizes, it no longer makes sense to speak of the position of a particular electron in the cross

section. Conceptually, the simulation domain is split into semi-classical transport directions

and con�nement directions. In the later case of a FinFET, there are two dimensions of

con�nement and one dimension remains semi-classical. �e four lateral sidewalls of the �n

channel are assumed to be impassible potential barriers. Electrons that are in the �n have

wavefunctions that do not penetrate into the gate oxide or deeper into the substrate. �is

scenario imposes vanishing Dirichlet boundary conditions in the con�nement direction

on the solutions to the SE. �e semi-classical picture of an electron partially localized

in a Gaussian wavepacket violates these boundary conditions. Instead, the 2D SE with

these boundary conditions must be satis�ed at every position in the �n along the transport

axis. �e boundary conditions cause these solutions to have an array of orbital-like shapes

corresponding to discrete wavelengths and energies. Harsher con�nement results in wider

intervals between discrete energy eigenstates. However, along the transport axis, electron
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wavepackets can still maintain their semi-classical wavepacket pro�les and transport

properties with quasi-continuous energy spectra. While the discrete energy eigenstates

replace the kinetic energy previously calculated in the con�nement plane, the kinetic

energy component associated with the transport axis can still take on continuous values

that follow the normal dispersion relation. �e energies are added together, and can span

a new array of values as a new band structure. �e new band structure looks like the 1D

cross-section of the previous 3D band structure, duplicated and shi�ed by the discrete

energies. �e resultant energy situation is given the name “sub-bands” and the discrete

energies are called “sub-band minima.”

�e state-of-the-art methods for handling these quantum con�nement scenarios

are the MSBMC approach described below and approaches utilizing “quantum corrections”

to the ordinary 3D potential, such as those found in [74, 75, 76]. �e MSBMC directly

addresses the decomposition of the Hamiltonian, with the general procedure for solving

con�ned “slices” introduced [77]. �e method has appeared in many studies, speci�cally

involving FinFET and NWT simulations [78, 79, 80, 81, 82].

�e MSBMC algorithm can be seen in Figure 4.13. �e main loop of the previous

setup, where the MC module and Poisson modules are run alternately, is modi�ed to

include the �antum module. �e �antum module provides functions that support

calculating solutions to the SE eigenproblem for each “slice” of the �n along the transport

axis. Table 4.4 summarizes the �antum module functions. In the �rst step, the �antum

module must run �rst to calculate the subband structure. For convenience, the transport

axis slices are de�ned by the Y-axis of the Poisson mesh. �e 2D mesh used to solve the SE

is simply the cross section at a given Y-axis mesh position. �e SE is solved at every slice
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Figure 4.13: MSBMC �owchart

with the vanishing wavefunction boundary condition. For each slice, the Hamiltonian is

constructed using a �nite di�erence approach, similar to the Poisson solver in Section 4.7,

and a potential energy term taken from the output of the Poisson module. �e numerical

library Eigen is used to �nd the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian [83].

�e eigenvalues are sorted and saved for each slice in a 2D array that can be accessed by

the MC module. �e indices into the 2D array are subband (eigenvalue) index and Y-axis

mesh position. �e eigenfunctions are used to compute the particle probability densities

in the plane of each slice. �e densities are made available to the Poisson solver for later

charge distribution calculations.

In the second step, the MC solver is run. �e solver is adjusted when running

in this mode, such that the applied �eld for calculating particle dynamics is calculated

according to

Fy =
dEn(y)

dy
, (4.20)
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Table 4.4: �antum module functions

Function Name Description
setup�antum Called during initialization, allocates memory

for subbands and eigenstate probability densi-
ties

solveSchroedinger Solves the SE for each Poisson mesh slice along
the transport axis, sorts and saves eigenvalues
and eigenstate magnitudes for each slice

projectCarrier Turns 3D electrons into con�ned electrons by
assigning it to a subband with energy corre-
sponding to the carrier XZ wavevector compo-
nents

free�antum Frees memory resources associated with Pois-
son system a�er simulation is complete

where En(y) is the aforementioned subband energy array, n is the subband index, and y is

a position in the transport axis. �e electric potential from the Poisson solver does not

need to be incorporated at this point as another force, as it is included in the Hamiltonian

for the SE calculation. Carrier trajectories are only calculated in the Y-axis, and positions

and momenta for the con�nement directions are not tracked.

When a carrier object is made by the MC Kernel functions, it is a 3D carrier with

all positions and momenta. �e function projectCarrier calculates the kinetic energy that

would be associated with the X- and Z- axes, and picks a subband such that the total

energy of the carrier is the same. Once the carrier subband is assigned in this way, the

updateMomentum function in the MC module can access the proper subband for computing

the derivative in Equation 4.20.
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In the third step, the Poisson module calculates a new potential. At this point

MC module has computed new positions for each carrier, and therefore the carriers’

distributions among the slices may have changed. �e total charge in a slice is combined

with the electron density solutions from the �antum module to compute an expected

charge distribution for each slice. �e charge distributions and the standard Poisson

boundary conditions are all taken together in the same 3D PE solver used in the previous

simulation. �e 3D PE thereby self-consistently couples the 1D MC solution to the array

of 2D SE solutions.

�e process repeats, with other features such as the Ohmic boundary conditions,

in the modi�ed device simulation loop described in Figure 4.14.

4.10 Simulation of FinFET IV and Con�nement Characteristics

�e MSBMC module was tested in a simulation of a nanoscale multigate �eld-e�ect

transistor (FET) device with an intrinsic channel. �e basic material structure of the device

is n-i-n, like the diode simulations, so that this study can build on the previous. �e cross

section of the device was chosen so that there was a noticeable separation of subbands

due to quantum con�nement, but the device was not so small that a thermal simulation

of the same device would no longer be possible with the bulk phonon dispersion. �e

dimensions were also selected so that the device had an aspect ratio more similar to that of

a typical FinFET than of a NWT, and is therefore identi�ed in this work as a FinFET. �e

�n is 2 0nm wide by 30 nm tall, compared to the IBM 14 nm FinFET process with 10 nm

width and 25 nm height [84]. �is IBM process was �rst presented in 2014, and commercial

processors utilizing the process were �rst sold in mid-2017. �e simulated FinFET also
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Figure 4.14: Electronic device simulation �owchart with �antum module enabled

has a similar channel length at 40 nm compared to the 30 nm channel in the cited IBM

process. �us, this device is only about twice as wide as a recent, representative transistor

technology.

�e electrostatic boundary conditions of the simulation were upgraded to allow

control through a gate electrode and can be adjusted to support multiple gate shapes. �is

change in boundary conditions, as well as the quantum con�nement, are the primary

di�erences between the FinFET simulations and the n-i-n diode simulations. Available
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types are planar gate, Π gate, and gate all around (GAA) as pictured in Figure 4.15 and

Figure 4.16. �e Π-gate style was selected for this device, as it is a FinFET.

Figure 4.15: 3D view of the three possible gate shapes: (le� to right) Π-Gate, GAA, and
Planar MOSFET

Figure 4.16: Top and front view of the three possible gate shapes: (le� to right) Π-Gate,
GAA, and Planar MOSFET
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A summary of the device dimensions and Poisson boundary conditions is found

in Figure 4.17. It should be noted that the “gate voltage” applied to this device is directly

20nm
30nm

40nm

30nm

30nm

110nm

Figure 4.17: Dimensions, Dirichlet (yellow/orange), and Neumann (blue) boundary
conditions for the simulated FinFET (not to scale)

imposed at the oxide surface. �is is an approximation of a real device, where there will

be some loss in potential across the gate oxide, as well as a dri�ing or sagging e�ect in

the interface potential as the channel is traversed towards the drain. �e approximation

serves to over-estimate the electrostatic control the gate voltage will have over the channel.

�e direct application of the gate voltage to the surface should also be considered when

examining the IV curves and potential pro�les presented later.

�e doping level was chosen to provide a high enough density of electrons in

the Ohmic boundary layer of the simulation for the boundary neutrality condition to be
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maintained accurately by the code. �e above parameters are typical of these types of

devices, with many similar devices simulated in other works [85, 86, 87, 88]. In particular,

this device is similar to the device treated analytically in [87] in terms of dimensions, gate

geometry, and doping concentration.

�e goal of this study is to further verify the simulator’s accuracy in qualitative

and quantitative terms in these situations which will show up in the �nal, electrothermal

case. In particular, key observations that must be made are:

• the electrostatic potential throughout the device resembles the classic FET device

pro�le

• a recognizable “transistor-like” IV plot can be obtained showing distinct regions of

triode and saturation behavior

• the currents and internal potentials plo�ed are within reasonable ranges for similar

devices

• the subband structure has the appropriate shape and varies correctly with con�ne-

ment parameters

• the charge density must vanish at the �n boundaries

To begin, the simulated electrostatic potential is examined. Refer to Figure 4.18

which shows the familiar n-i-n band diagram. �eoretically, an applied gate voltage will

adjust the Fermi level in the intrinsic region. �is phenomenon is called the �eld-e�ect,

from which FET derives its name. �ermal populations of electrons reside in the source

and drain wells, separated by the potential barrier. Some high energy electrons in both

wells escape, in about equal number, and travel to the other well. �is process is named
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VS VD

VG2

VG1

Figure 4.18: Band diagram showing a �eld-e�ect device in o� (above) and on (below)
states

thermionic emission, and occurs exactly in this scenario as in early vacuum tubes. �e

result is a net zero electron �ux.

Raising the Fermi level, or lowering the conduction band edge, allows more of the

high energy electrons in both wells to escape. �e increase in carrier occupation in the

channel region is related to the conception of a channel forming in classical MOSFET

analysis. When a bias is applied, by increasing the drain potential, there will be an

imbalance in thermionic current. �e net result is a nonzero electron �ux. Additional

features of the device behavior may occur due to other �elds or potentials present in

di�erent devices due to their construction, while this process is what gives both the

vacuum tube triode and the MOSFET many of their recognizable IV characteristics.

In some cases, due to short channels, FET devices may see an additional barrier

lowering due to the tugging-down of the channel potential by the drain boundary condition.

Figure 4.19 demonstrates several of these concepts. One can observe the phenomenon

of drain-induced barrier lowering (DIBL) as well as the general shape that the potential

pro�le should have under non-equilibrium conditions. As previously mentioned in the

n-i-n diode discussion, the n-i junction curvature results in a kink or blip. �is feature of
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VS VDVG

DIBL

Figure 4.19: Schematic depiction of the DIBL phenomenon

the graph is the barrier associated with thermionic emission of carriers into the channel.

It can also be seen that a thermal population of carriers in the drain well have very li�le

chance of climbing to the height of the n-i junction’s thermionic barrier.

Turning to the results of the FinFET simulation, the above behavior is clearly

mimicked by the simulated device in Figure 4.20. �e �gure shows the potential in each

slice, averaged among the 2D slice mesh cells, through the device as a solid line. �e

surface potential, averaged among the upper surface mesh cells, is shown as a do�ed line.

In the simulated device, the sagging of the potential as it approaches the drain

well is still evident despite not simulating the oxide �eld and potential. �e gating of the

channel by the barrier height for the applied surface potential ϕs is demonstrated, as well.

Notably, there is a sagging of the potential in the source well ahead of the n-i junction. �is

does not occur in many depictions of a MOSFET band diagram. In this case, it is due to the

lack of electrostatic control over the source region due to the selected boundary conditions:

the potential is only enforced at the end faces of the domain. In a planar MOSFET device,

the well potential is be�er control, since the source electrode spreads over the surface

up to a point very near the gate oxide. �is may result in a contribution to the device

current that results from ordinary �eld acceleration of carriers in the source, on top of the

thermionic current. �e potential pro�le is otherwise identical to the expected form.
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Figure 4.20: Simulated potential pro�les through FinFET device
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�e IV characteristic is plo�ed in Figure 4.21. �e transistor-like quality of these

�gures is evident immediately. �ere are two clearly de�ned regions of operation. In

Figure 4.21a the do�ed line separates the triode region (to the le�) and the saturation

region (to the right). �resholding behavior can be observed in Figure 4.21b, where the

current appears to “turn on” suddenly near a gate voltage corresponding to ϕs = 0. �e

currents for high bias points reach into the 20 µA to 30 µA region, which is very close to

the values of 30 µA to 50 µA given for the similar device in [87].
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Figure 4.21: IV characteristics for the simulated FinFET device
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In Figure 4.22, the subband structure of the simulated device is plo�ed against

position. �e conduction minima are evenly spaced and the band edge follows the potential
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Figure 4.22: Full subband diagram of simulated FinFET

pro�le closely. �is is expected due to the way the electrostatic potential is incorporated

into the slice Hamiltonians. A clearer picture of the simulated subband separation is shown

in Figure 4.23. �e device was re-simulated with the larger 50nm �n height to verify the

relationship between average subband separation and level of con�nement. �e trend is

the correct one, with more con�nement causing larger separation intervals.

Finally, the spatial extent of the con�nement wavefunction is examined in Figure

4.24. Consistent with expectations, the electrons are spatially distributed according to the

orbital-like pa�erns typical of solutions to the SE. Interestingly, the higher energy drain

population appears to occupy states on average that have lower wavelengths. �is is also
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Figure 4.23: Simulated subband separation at di�erent levels of con�nement

consistent, as those higher energy electrons will have higher wavevector magnitudes and

therefore lower wavelengths.

�e FinFET device shows strong positive characteristics, indicating that the electron

simulation capabilities of the MC framework is su�cient for its use in the Chapter 6

simulations. Simulations were run until the average device current and the average

potential were stable at less than 1% relative error between iterations. �e electronic

device simulations generally consume between 100 to 500 core hours, depending on input

parameters. �e IV extraction, consisting of many independent bias point simulations,

consumes 5000 to 8000 core hours depending on the number of points included in the plot

to form a recognizable IV curve.
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Figure 4.24: Simulated charge density



CHAPTER 5

PHONON MONTE CARLO IN SILICON

�is chapter describes the MC method for phonons in cases where the approach

di�ers from the technique discussed so far. �e bosonic nature of phonons, their dispersion

relation, and the di�erent sca�ering processes distinguish phonon MC simulation from

electron MC simulation. �e di�erences are noted, and several studies are presented to

demonstrate the veri�cation of the MC phonon simulator produced in this work.

�e inability of Fourier’s law to handle simulations in nanodevices is speci�cally

noted as a motivation for phonon-based analysis methods in [89], which states that

temperature errors as high as ±10% can be observed between phonon- and Fourier-based

analysis, which is ±30 K for devices operating at 300 K. To simulate phonon-based heat

transfer processes, researchers began to adopt the MC method used to simulate electrons.

An MC scheme for solving the phonon BTE was developed in several works in the early-

to-mid 2000s [90, 91]. �ese MC methods are described as holding the advantage over

other approaches for pratical, engineering applications due to their time e�ciency [66].

Phonon-based transport becomes important when the length scales of the device

approach the mean free path of the material being analyzed. In this case, phonons may

carry energy to di�erent parts of the device with minimal sca�ering. �is phenomenon

is called ballistic conduction, and is not modeled by Fourier’s law. �e phonon mean

92
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free path in Si is approximately 300 nm in the undoped case [92], which is above the the

majority of device dimensions used for the simulations in this work. Additionally, the

length scales discussed typically correspond to devices with high surface area to volume

ratios. Such ratios imply an increase in the amount of boundary surface sca�ering that

compound the previously mentioned decrease in bulk sca�ering. For example, thermal

conductivity of thin-�lm devices and related nanostructures can be much lower than in

bulk Si speci�cally due to boundary sca�ering e�ects [13, 93]. In fact, the conductivity

can be reduced by an order of magnitude in nanostructures with dimensions as low as

35nm [14]. �e exact impact of these e�ects is strongly dependent on device geometry [13].

�e phonon MC technique is utilized in the study of phononic membranes speci�cally due

to their suitability to geometrically complex devices [94].

Advanced phonon MC techniques exist for various cases. Some phonon MC

methods utilize a perturbation approach, simulating only deviations from the equilibrium

population [95]. �is technique can lead to improved convergence times for observing

low-magnitude departures from equilibrium systems. Phonon MC simulations of extremely

small devices may require special treatment of the dispersion relation to support �exural

and torsional modes. �is special dispersion handling is analogous to the use of the

MSBMC method for electrons, being used when the phonons experience con�nement in

potential wells similar in size to their wavelengths. Relevant phonon wavelengths for

transport in Si are around 5 nm to 10 nm [14]. �is e�ect can be ignored in devices above

10 nm to 30 nm [66], placing several of this work’s simulations near that point. However,

according to [96], phonon wavelengths below 10 nm contribute to 90% of the heat transfer,
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which speci�cally highlights that con�nement e�ects need not be treated until below such

lengths.

A key di�erence between the phonon and electron studies in this work is the lack

of a single particle phonon simulation mode. As for electrons, phonon sca�ering rates

depend on the spatially varying temperature. However, phonon energy density is actually

used to compute the spatially varying temperature pro�le. �us, a device temperature

mesh must be constructed and used even for bulk simulations. Bulk simulations can still

be achieved using special boundary conditions or large domain sizes.

5.1 Initialization of Boson Populations

�e initialization of the bosonic phonon populations is conducted similarly to the

electron initialization. �e major di�erence is the use of the phonon dispersion and the

use of Bose-Einstein statistics as opposed to Fermi-Dirac statistics. �e boson energies

must follow the Bose distribution:

fBE =
1

e
E

kBT − 1
, (5.1)

which di�ers only from the Fermi-Dirac case in the sign of the 1 in the denominator.

Like the Fermi distribution, there is no analytic inverse for the associated PDF

and CDF. �is work handles generation of phonon energies through a technique like

inverse transform sampling, but using a tabular form of the quantile function. �e phonon

dispersion relation is evenly discretized on the energy or frequency axis. �e phonon

density of states is used with the thermal mesh cell volume and temperature to compute

the expected number of phonons in an energy interval. �e result is a table of phonon

number densities indexed by energy interval index. �e phonon number density N for a
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frequency bin of width ∆ω centered on ωn is calculated with

N = fBE(~ω)∆ω д(~ω)Ω, (5.2)

where д is the phonon density of states and Ω is the cell volume. �e function д can be

computed from the dispersion relation, with care taken to account for the longitudinal

and degenerate transverse branches. �e CDF of this is easily calculated with a loop, and

is used to generate correctly distributed energies given uniform random numbers. During

the generation of the phonon number density table, the relative proportion of longitudinal

to transverse phonon count is saved in a separate table using the same indexing. �is

table is used a�er energy selection with another random number to select the appropriate

polarization state. �e resulting population of phonons is has physically realstic energy

and polarization state distributions, up to discretization error.

Additional initialization parameters include particle location and velocity. Carrier

location utilizes uniform random numbers to place phonons evenly within the temperature

mesh cell. Carrier velocity components vx , vy , and vz are computed using the following

formulas:

vy = VG cos(θ ) (5.3a)

vz = VG sin(θ ) cos(ϕ) (5.3b)

vx = VG sin(θ ) sin(ϕ) (5.3c)

In the above, VG is the group velocity and the terms cos(θ ), sin(θ ), and ϕ are computed

using the random numbers r1 and r2 as in

cos(θ ) = 2r1 − 1 (5.4a)
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sin(θ ) =
√

1 − cos2(θ ) (5.4b)

ϕ = 2πr2 (5.4c)

Much of this initialization procedure, including the energy and velocity selection

is informed by the work done by Mazumder and Majumdar [90]. �is particle frequency

binning is also described in [66].

5.2 �e Silicon Phonon Dispersion Relation

�e dispersion relation of phonons in Si is far less complex than the bandstructure.

In this work, the dispersion relation is approximated as isotropic. �e relationships between

energy, wavevector magnitude, and group velocity magnitude are represented with band

tables. �e bands are loaded with the piecewise linear curve shown in Figure 5.1. �e
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Figure 5.1: Piecewise linear interpolation of Si acoustic phonon dispersion

values for the Si phonon dispersion table were sourced from [97]. Looking at the dispersion
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relation, it can be seen that there are di�erent longitudinal and transverse velocities. Also,

no transverse phonon states exist above a critical energy. Furthermore, lower energy

phonons actually have higher velocities. �e inclusion of these features is therefore taken

into account by the MC Kernel through their inclusion in the band table.

�e optical phonon branches are not depicted in Figure 5.1. �e optical phonons in

this work are simulated using constant, isotropic energy corresponding to the approxima-

tion of the phonon branches as essentially �at.

5.3 Scattering of Phonons in Silicon

�e sca�ering rate formulas for phonons are computed using FGR and perturbing

potentials, just as they are for electrons. As mentioned previously, sca�ering of phonons can

occur due to the neglected anharmonic components of the interatomic potential. Sca�ering

events derived from those perturbing potentials are the phonon-phonon sca�ering events.

Phonon-phonon sca�ering events can a be normal process (N-process) or Umklapp process

(U-process) sca�ering. In both N-processes and U-processes, two phonons sca�er against

each other resulting in altered wavevectors for both particles. If the resultant wavevectors

lie within the 1st Brillouin Zone, then this event is labeled a N-process. Momentum is

conserved in such cases. If the resultant wavevectors lie outside the 1st Brillouin Zone,

then the wavevector, and momentum, are “folded” back into the zone from the other side,

causing the phonon to appear to have reversed direction.
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�e folding is show schematically in 5.2. �e dashed gray lines indicate the

N-process U-process

Figure 5.2: Comparison of N- and U-processes

boundary of the 1st Brillouin Zone in a simpli�ed crystal. �e blue arrows represent the

momenta of phonons before collision. �e le�hand scenario depicts a resultant momentum

that is within the 1st Brillouin Zone. �e righthand scenario depicts a resultant momentum

that is outside the Zone, which is aliased to a location within the zone. Events with

this folding action are labeled U-processes. �e folding occurs due to the discrete la�ice

restricting the possible unique values of wavelength. �is process is identical to frequency

aliasing when digitally sampling an analog electronic signal.

Momentum is not generally conserved in U-processes. In this work, several approx-

imations are made for phonon sca�ering events. First, contributions due to N-processes

are not considered directly. N-process sca�ering contributes li�le to resistance, but it

can bias the population wavevectors. �e biased population may be such that U-process

sca�ering causes more thermal resistance than it would taken alone. Instead of carriers

subscribing to N-process sca�ering events in the MC module, the U-process sca�ering
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coe�cients are tuned up to account for the indirect N-process contribution to resistance.

Additionally, U-process events are treated as totally elastic, and therefore momentum

conserving. However, U-process events do still randomize particle velocity direction. �e

U-process sca�ering coe�cients can be chosen such that the total elastic sca�ering rate

has the same e�ect on resistance that the correct inelastic implementation would. �is

approximation was seen for ionized impurity sca�ering in electron populations earlier.

Since the inelastic and elastic U-process sca�ering variants have the same temperature

dependence, this is an acceptable simpli�cation that will not e�ect the trend of thermal

resistance with temperature.

Sca�ering can also occur on la�ice imperfections, resulting in what is known as

impurity sca�ering. Impurity sca�ering is treated elastically, assigning isotropic random

velocity directions, just as U-process sca�ering is. �e three sca�ering rates τi used are

given by the following formulas:

1
τI
= BIω

4 (5.5a)

1
τLU
= BLω

2T 3 (5.5b)

1
τTU
=

BTUω
2

sinh
(
~ω
kBT

) , ω ≥ ωcuto f f (5.5c)

where ω is the phonon frequency, Bi are the sca�ering rate coe�cients, T is the la�ice

temperature, kB is Boltzmann’s constant, and ωcuto f f is the minimum frequency at which

transverse U-process sca�ering can occur. �e formulas included in this work are adopted

from a common set used in several works [90, 66, 96, 91]. �e reassignment of velocity is

done by selecting another set of cos(θ ) and ϕ as done in the initialization procedure. �e

sca�ering model is similar to the one used in [66].
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5.4 Boundary Conditions in �ermal Simulations

�ere are two primary kinds of phonon boundary sca�ering conditions: specular

sca�ering and di�usive sca�ering. As described in Section 4.5, specular sca�ering simply

inverts the velocity component normal to the face, while di�usive sca�ering selects a new

random direction for the velocity. Specular surfaces perpendicular to the transport axis

cannot contribute to resistance, while di�usive sca�ering will play a major role in the

conductivity simulations.

An additional �avor of boundary condition for the thermal simulations relates

to generation of carriers. A face or region can be �xed at a certain temperature. �is

kind of �xing is an isothermal boundary condition. For the volumetric region contained

in boundary mesh cells on isothermal faces, this can be accomplished by destroying the

phonon population and re-creating one at the correct temperature at the start of every

iteration. Faces can be made isothermal by calculating the the average phonon �ux that

would be passing through the face at thermal equilibrium, and initializing the appropriate

number of phonons. �e �ux calculation is a modi�ed version of the calculation that

computes volume density during initialization, and requires an additional table to be

generated. Care must be taken during isothermal phonon injection, and during di�usive

boundary sca�ering, to inject phonons with random hemispherical velocity distributions.

�e equations governing the hemispherical velocity generation are given by Equations

5.3a through 5.3c as above, but using

cos(θ ) =
√
r1 (5.6a)

sin(θ ) =
√

1 − cos2(θ ) (5.6b)
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ϕ = 2πr2 (5.6c)

instead for random angle assignment. �ese algorithms are described in [95, 66, 90].

5.5 Temperature Calculation

�e thermal mesh is managed by the functions in the �ermal module. A summary

of �ermal module functions is found in Table 5.1. Temperature calculation is starts with

Table 5.1: �ermal module functions

Function Name Description
setup�ermal Called during initialization, prepares memory

space for storing cell energies, cell temperatures,
and the energy-temperature lookup table

E�nd Called during initialization, computes the
energy-temperature lookup table for the mesh
cell volume

calculateEnergies Called before calculateTemperatures to sum the
phonon energies in each cell

calculateTemprature Utilizes the �ndT function to assign tempera-
ture mesh values from energy mesh values

FindT Given an energy, returns temperature values
from the energy-temperature lookup table

save�ermal Saves the energy and temperature mesh for a
given timestep to a �le

free�ermal Frees the resources allocated during setup�er-
mal

calculateEnergies by counting the phonon energy in each thermal mesh cell. �e phonon

frequency and energy is known, as that information is carried within all Carrier classes.

�e conversion to temperature from energy is done in calculateTemperatures using the

same tabular method used for the quantile function during initialization. �e average
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temperature of a certain volume of cell can be used to compute the expected value of the

number of phonons and their energy distributions. �e temperature and the total phonon

energy calculated in this way is saved into a table for use by the �ermal module by the

function E�nd.

Other phonon simulation se�ings that impact temperature calculation are the

number of simulated particles and the thermal mesh size. �e thermal mesh size obviously

is linked to the spatial resolution of the temperature result. Less obviously, the number of

simulated particles impacts the temperature resolution due to the use of superparticles.

Superparticles are particles representative of an ensemble of other particles. Typically

the superparticle is treated as an ordinary particle for for all dynamics calculations.

However, superparticles have special properties considered during other calculations, such

as how large of an ensemble it represents. A single particle’s momentum and energy are

constrained to each other by the dispersion relation. �e ensemble average of momentum

and energy are not constrained in this way, and do not follow the relationship in general.

�erefore, only one can be a totally accurate summary of the ensemble, while the other is

an approximation. �e approximation is valid if the ensemble represented is composed of

a large number of already-similar particles. Due to the large number of phonons in even a

nanodevice, superphonons that exactly conserve energy are utilized. During initialization,

an initial superphonon-to-phonon ratio is supplied. �e number of particles created is

reduced by this factor, and superparticles are used for each. �e phonons initialized in this

way can be conceptualized as ensembles of identical phonons with the correct energy and

momentum distribution for a thermal population. However, the energy and momentum

resolution is reduced, as now energy must be counted in packs of superphonon energies.
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�is impacts the resolution of the temperature calculation directly. �e temperature

calculation yields best results when there are around 2000 simulated particles in each

thermal mesh cell. �e superphonon ratio is therefore selected such that the phonon

density at the expected average temperature, divided by the ratio, is approximately equal

to 2000.

5.6 Veri�cation of Bulk�ermal Conductivity

�is work primarily studies transport phenomena that are a function of temperature.

�e �rst phonon veri�cation test is selected to establish that the selected dispersion relation

and sca�ering se�ings could replicate the temperature dependence of thermal conductivity

in bulk Si. �e logic of this step is similar to the electron mobility study conducted in

Chapter 4. If the proper bulk conductivity trend can be reproduced, then band structure

and the relative strengths of the sca�ering processes are taken to be physically accurate.

�e same approach was taken to tuning the sca�ering coe�cients was in the

electron study. �eoretical values from literature were used as a starting point, and

di�erent sca�ering rates were isolated by careful selection of simulation se�ings. For

example, impurity sca�ering was tuned in a low-temperature simulation where virtually

all of the resistivity is a�ributed to that process.

�e simulation itself is of a simple rectangular prism, with specular boundary

conditions on all lateral faces. �e specularity simulates an in�nite crystal, as sca�ering

events on specular boundaries do not modify momentum or velocity components associated

with the transport axis. �e end faces are maintained at constant temperature as described

in Section 5.4. For all tests, the endpoint temperatures were selected to be +5 K and −5 K
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from the desired average temperature. �e temperature pro�le of an ideal bulk material

should assume a linear gradient between the endpoint temperatures, crossing the average

at the midpoint.

�e simulation proceeds according to the �owchart in Figure 5.3. �e simulation

Figure 5.3: Bulk conductivity simulation �owchart

begins by initializing the phonon population and se�ing up the �ermal module. �e

phonons in end face cells are initialized to a thermal population at the temperature
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associated with those boundary conditions. �e middle cell phonons are initialized to the

“cold end” temperature. During simulation, the middle cells will rise to meet the expected

linear temperature gradient.

�e loop begins, with out-of-bounds checking to precede the temperature �eld

calculation. Phonons that have moved outside of the domain through the end faces will

corrupt the temperature calculation, so this order is �xed. �e positions of every carrier

on the transport axis are saved. �e temperature calculation is done next, followed by the

MC calculation of trajectories and sca�ering. �e new positions are compared to the old

positions to determine the net energy �ux across the midplane of the simulation domain.

�is �ux is added to a running average. �e desired output statistics are calculated and

printed or saved. In this case, the conductivity and temperature pro�le are the desired

outputs. �e temperature pro�le is saved to the �lesystem in save�ermal. �e running

average energy �ux is printed at this stage. For convenience, the energy �ux is converted

into a conductivity and conductance, which are also printed.

�e simulation runs until the temperature pro�le is linear, and the average con-

ductivity is recorded. �e results of this simulation at critical temperatures is displayed

in Figure 5.4. In the graph, resulting datapoints from the simulation are compared to

conductivity measurements conducted in [2]. �e results of the simulation indicate that

the phonon bulk properties are su�cient to replicate the temperature trend.

5.7 Conductivity Studies in �in Films

Once the bulk sca�ering is correctly set up, the next step is to verify the in�uence

of boundary sca�ering on thermal conductivity. �is veri�cation is done in a similar
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of simulated bulk conductivities with experimental data from [2]

conductivity study, but on Si thin �lms instead of bulk Si. �e simulation is, in fact,

identical in terms of code. �e boundary sca�ering input se�ing of the upper and lower

faces is altered from specular to di�use, so that collisions with the top and bo�om faces now

do impact transport axis velocity and momentum. �ere is a corresponding decrease in

phonon mean free path as the boundary sca�ering becomes dominant over bulk sca�ering.

Instead of a sequence of simulations being performed with changing average temperature,

these simulations test the conductivity as the thin �lm thickness changes. �e thin �lm

simulations were all performed with the hot and cold ends of the domain set to 310 K

and 290 K, respectively. �e conductivity results, plo�ed vs thin �lm thickness, can be

seen in Figure 5.5. �e expected trend is to see decreasing conductivity as the thin �lm

height is lowered. As separation between the di�use top and bo�om layers decreases,

a larger percentage of the perimeter of the cross section has a di�usive boundary. �is
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of simulated thin �lm conductivities

trend is observed and is consistent with the data presented in [98, 92]. �e results of this

veri�cation study represent the last such veri�cation of the total MC framework. �e bulk

and thin �lm simulations were run until the average conductivities were stable in their

last decimal place in units ofW /(m K), consuming around 1000 core hours per data point.

5.8 �ermal Constriction Resistance

�e �nal phonon-only study is a simulation to reproduce a phenomenon known as

TCR, which arises with certain nanostructure geometries. �e results of this simulation

are an original result of this work. �is study is not done purely to test the accuracy of the

system, but it stands on its own as an investigation. �e motivation for this study relates

to the geometry of the thermal constriction, which appears in many modern electronic

devices. �e narrow channels in devices like FinFETs restrict the transfer of heat away

from the generated hotspots [99]. �is geometry also appears in many MEMS devices.
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�e “thermal dogbone” structure depicted in Figure 5.6 is the geometric type examined

in this study. �e two regions of larger cross-sectional area are dubbed the “reservoirs,”

 WC

LHR

LCR

LC

W

T

Figure 5.6: 3D view of the “thermal dogbone”

while the connecting bridge is referred to as the “constriction.” Table 5.2 summarizes the

dimensions of the two structures simulated in this work. �e TCR arises when the phonon

Table 5.2: Dogbone dimensions

Simulation T W WC LHR LCR LC THR TCR

TCR 50 nm 1050 nm 50 nm 1000 nm 1000 nm varies 310 K 290 K
FinFET 30 nm 300 nm 20 nm 300 nm 300 nm 120 nm 300 K 300 K

�ux meets a sudden change in cross section at a nanoconstriction, both passing into and

out of the region of smaller cross section. �ere is a resistance associated with both the

constriction and expansion aperture. Some portion of the total thermal resistance of the

conducting region is derived from the e�ect of these apertures, and cannot be a�ributed to
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the resistance in the reservoirs or constriction themselves. Figure 5.7 shows the classical

thermal circuit compared to the equivalent circuit accounting for thermal constriction

and thermal expansion resistance. where RHR , RC , RCR , Rconst , and Rexp are the resistances

290K

290K

Rconst Rexp

20K

290K

RHR RC RCR

RHR RC RCR

20K

290K

Figure 5.7: �ermal circuit for dogbone structure

of the hot reservoir, the cold reservoir, the constriction beam, the constriction aperture,

and the expansion aperture, respectively. Note that the thermal resistances other than the

aperture resistances are constructed from material properties using the formula

R =
L

κA
(5.7)

where R, L, κ, and A are the thermal resistance, region length, thermal conductivity, and

region cross-sectional area, respectively. Using speci�c dimensions from Figure 5.6, these
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other resistances are given by

RHR =
LHR

κTFWT
(5.8a)

RC =
LC

κNWWCT
(5.8b)

RCR =
LCR

κTFWT
(5.8c)

where the quantities kTF and kNW refer to the thin �lm and nanowire conductivities,

respectively. �is is a non-classical heat transfer e�ect modeled by phonon-based methods.

�e e�ect is only detectable when the phonon mean free path is signi�cantly larger than

the aperture dimensions, so that the multiple geometric re�ections involved at the aperture

are not washed out by other sca�ering events. �e �exible geometric boundary conditions

and easily interpretable output data of the MC approach facilitate simple calculation of

the TCR through simulation. �e actual simulation code is, again, largely the same as

the previous phonon simulation. Inputs to the simulation that change are completely due

to the di�erence in boundary faces and their specularity. �e TCR simulation has the 32

boundary faces depicted in Figure 5.6, and all faces are considered di�usive. �e energy

and conductance are still printed as they were for the thin �lm simulation. In Figure 5.8, the

resulting resistances are plo�ed vs constriction length for a constant constriction aperture

of 50 nm × 50 nm.

As the constriction length approaches zero, the thermal resistance reaches a nonzero

intercept with the resistance axis. �e intercept represents the remaining resistance which

is not due to the constriction’s nanowire conductivity, length, and area. In the absence of

TCR e�ects, this intercept should be completely explained by the thin �lm conductances

of the reservoirs. Using the previously calculated 50nm �lm conductivity and the reservoir
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dimensions, the individual reservoir’s resistance can be calculated to be

Rres =

(
1

κ50 nm

) (
L

A

)
=

(
1

50W /m K

) (
1000 nm

1050 nm × 50 nm

)
= 3.81 × 105 K/W.

(5.9)

Linear regression of the data in Figure 5.8 reveals a resistance intercept of 22.5 × 105 K/W.

If the only resistances in the system are due purely to the thin �lm and nanowire con-

ductivities, then this would be an error of approximately 295%. A�ributing the residual

resistance equally to the constriction and expansion apertures, the 50 nm × 50 nm TCR is

found to be 7.44 × 105 K/W. In the absence of reservoir resistance, transport is still not
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Figure 5.8: Comparison of simulated resistances

appropriately characterized by a �xed, e�ective nanowire conductivity when the length

of the constriction is short. Such an e�ective nanowire conductivity could be used if the

total nanowire resistance were much larger than the resistance of the constriction and
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expansion apertures. Using the linear regression in Figure 5.8, it can be seen that a length

of over 1200 nm is required before the intercept resistance is less than 10% of the resistance

of the structure.

5.9 �ermal Simulations of FinFET Geometry

In preparation for the electrothermal FinFET simulation in Chapter 6, the adjusted

“dogbone” dimensions listed in Table 5.2 are used in another phonon-only simulation. �e

dimensions of the constriction have been altered to match the dimensions of the FinFET

simulated in Chapter 4, and the reservoir sizes have been reduced to decrease computation

time. �e constriction has a aperture of 20 nm × 30 nm and the constriction length is

120 nm, slightly longer than the FinFET domain size. �e simulation demonstrated a total

resistance of 10.6 × 106 K/W. A surface plot of the temperature mesh with interpolated

isothermal contours and the corresponding heatmap are seen in Figures 5.9 and 5.10.

Figure 5.9: Surface plot of temperature distribution in thermal simulation of FinFET
geometry
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Figure 5.10: Heatmap plot of temperature distribution in thermal simulation of FinFET
geometry

�e increased slope in the constriction region is of note and consistent with the

expectation that the nanowire resistance is much larger than the reservoir thin �lm

resistance. Notable features include the slight “fan in” and “fan out” shape of the surface.

�e fan out trend is particularly evident in the expansion reservoir, as shown in Figure

5.11. �ese features can all be observed clearly in the trace depicting the temperature

pro�le down the centerline of the structure is given in Figure 5.12. �is simulation, as

Figure 5.11: Detail of temperature trend in FinFET geometry expansion reservoir

well as the simulations done in Section 5.8, is considered �nished when this temperature

pro�le was approximately symmetric, a�er around 6000 core hours. �e symmetry is
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Figure 5.12: Temperature along FinFET transport axis

achieved well a�er the relative error in the conductance average is below 1%. �e extended

runtime of this simulation compared to the other simulations in this work so far is due to

the propagation of heat from the hot reservoir boundary face. �e middle domain cells are

initialized to the cold reservoir’s boundary temperature. Due to the constriction, it takes a

large number of iterations for each cell to rise to its proper value as phonons gradually

enter and pass through the constriction.



CHAPTER 6

ELECTROTHERMAL SIMULATION

�e primary goal of this work is to create and test a solution for numerical

simulation of simultaneous, interacting heat transfer and charge transport processes

in nanoscale devices where classical approaches to either problem cannot be applied. �e

previous chapters have discussed the motivation, related concepts, and challenges related

to this goal and documented the supporting work building up to it. �at supporting work

primarily consists of custom-built MC framework, designed with a forward-looking plan

for its architecture that allows it to natively supports multicarrier simulation. �e previous

chapters have also described the veri�cations and testing that established the validity of

the MC framework.

In this chapter, the theory and details of the electrothermal simulation system are

discussed, and the results of an electrothermal simulation are presented. �e �rst sections

discuss both the physical process by which energy is transferred between electrons and

phonons and also the code mechanism which supports the coupling of the populations.

Competing strategies are compared and contrasted with this work. �e �nal section

includes graphs and numerical results of the electrothermal study.

115
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6.1 Fast Phonon Recycling

Optical phonons, like acoustic phonons, are quantized la�ice vibrations. While

acoustic phonons correspond to the oscillation of whole unit cells with respect to one

another, optical phonons are those vibrational pa�erns in which di�erent atoms within a

unit cell oscillate with respect to one another. �us, optical phonons are only possible in

material systems that have multiple atoms per la�ice site, such as Si. Optical phonons are

named so because of the tendency for electromagnetic radiation to excite these vibrational

modes in ionic crystals: the positive and negative subla�ices move in opposite directions

in the same applied �eld. Si optical phonons have their own branch in the dispersion

relation, above the acoustic branches, and come in longitudinal and transverse modes. Of

course, these modes do not respond to electromagnetic excitation in covalent materials

like Si, but the vibrations themselves can still occur if the la�ice supports it.

A MC study by Pop shows that the majority of heat generation is due to optical

phonon modes, with longitudinal optical phonons alone responsible for approximately

60% [13]. �ese optical phonons are generated by interactions with the la�ice by high

energy electrons. �e optical branches of the dispersion relation do not pass through the

origin of the E vs k graph, and they are relatively �at compared to acoustic phonons. �ese

characteristics mean that there is a minimum energy investment required to create an

optical phonon and, once created, they have very low velocities. �is minimum is referred

to as the optical phonon energy, ~ω0. Electrons accelerated to high velocities in an electric

�eld will reach a point where their kinetic energy meets or exceeds ~ω0. At this point,

electron sca�ering against la�ice particles has the possibility of being an inelastic “optical
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phonon emission” event. �e emission rate continues to increase with excess energy above

~ω0.

�e large impact of optical phonons on heating partly is a�ributed to the low

optical phonon velocity. Signi�cant optical phonon population will build up in localized

areas as they are generated and linger [14]. �is optical phonon “bo�leneck” is responsible

for a localized increase in resistance near the drain, where the electric �eld is expected to

peak [13]. �e high electric �eld causes optical phonon generation, while optical phonon

absorption sca�ering also occurs in the electron population at increased rates when the

local optical phonon concentration is increased. �is back-and-forth exchange of energy

during emission and absorption events is called fast phonon recycling [100].

Optical phonons have very low group velocity, and contribute very li�le to thermal

energy transport [13]; however, optical phonons decay into more mobile acoustic modes

a�er some time. �is decay is due to the anharmonic terms of the interatomic potential,

which couples modes which are ideally linearly independent. �e phonon quantization

was performed using linear springs with only harmonic potentials, and hence this decay

must be manually reinserted as a sca�ering process. �e acoustic modes, with their higher

velocities, carry energy away from the generation center and into lower-�eld parts of the

device.

A sought-a�er feature of combined electrothermal simulation is the modeling of

microscopic nonlocality, where electrons reach the optical phonon emission energy at

a certain point in the channel, but may deposit their energy with the la�ice over many

sca�ering events as they travel, which could be on the order of 5 nm [13, 7]. �is is a
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separate e�ect from secondary generation of acoustic phonons, which contribute to a

similar smearing of the apparent point of heat generation.

6.2 �e Optical Phonon Object and Electrothermal Coupling by Scattering

Optical phonons are instances of the class PhononSiOptical. �e optical dispersion

relation is approximated in this work as a constant nonzero energy, and accordingly

PhononSiOptical objects return zero when their velocity is queried by the system. �e

energy returned is equal to the minimum of the real Si optical phonon dispersion branch.

PhononSiOptical objects can participate in property-dependent sca�ering and subscribe to

sca�ering processes in the MC module just like any other Carrier object, but their zero

velocity will prevent the MC module from updating their positions during processing of

the optical population.

Optical phonons are created in the code using the already-implemented optical

phonon emission sca�ering processes corresponding to Equation 4.9c. �is process is

an electron sca�ering process, implemented with a constant rate dependent only on

electron energy. With electrothermal coupling disabled, the emission sca�ering event

will simply decrease the electrons energy. No account is kept of the total energy leaked

in this fashion, and neither optical absorption nor emission processes are aware of any

optical phonon density in the device. When electrothermal coupling is enabled, the usual

a�er-sca�ering state selection code will also add an optical phonon instance to the optical

phonon population. �e new phonon’s position is set to be the location of the electron

at the time of sca�ering. �e di�erence in the electron’s momentum due to the energy

change is recorded as the phonon’s momentum.
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�e behavior of the optical absorption sca�ering process, Equation 4.9b, is also

modi�ed when electrothermal coupling is enabled. �e sca�ering process is simply not

allowed to occur if there is no nearby optical phonon for absorption. �is change e�ectively

alters the sca�ering rate and introduces a dependence on the spatially-varying optical

phonon population density.

Both [13] and [100] ascribe a 1 ps to 2 ps timescale for acoustic decay, with the

result being two acoustic phonons. �e PhononSiOptical particles subscribe to a single

sca�ering process in the MC module with this sca�ering time. �e sca�ering process

is implemented by the code responsible for a�er-sca�ering state selection. �e optical

phonon object’s position is updated to a location outside the simulation domain. From that

point on, the object will not interact with any other particles within the simulation domain

through any mechanism. �e particle will be safely deallocated at the beginning of the

next timestep when out-of-bounds particles are identi�ed and removed. A�er updating

position, the code will produce two acoustic phonons. �e acoustic phonons are selected

with E = ~ω0/2 so that energy is conserved, but the current implementation does not

make an a�empt to conserve momentum. Instead, the acoustic phonons are both given

random velocities as if they were being created during initialization. While the optical

phonon momentum is recorded in the PhononSiOptical object, conserving both energy and

momentum is involved. A search would have to be conducted for a pair of locations in the

acoustic dispersion table with energies and momenta that summed to the optical phonon

energy and momentum. One or the other must be picked to simplify the calculation.

As the primary goal is modeling the conversion of electrical energy to thermal energy
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and calculating the spatial extent of a temperature increase, the preferred quantity for

conservation is total energy.

6.3 Timescale Resolution

As mentioned in the introduction, electron populations are fast, with events

occurring the order of picoseconds or tenths of picoseconds apart, whereas the phonon

populations are slow with potentially nanoseconds or longer between events of interest

[3, 13, 14]. �is is a challenge of electrothermal simulations. �e number of events separated

by one picosecond, on average, occurring in one nanosecond’s time is, of course, 1000.

�erefore MC calculations alone for electrons will involve around 1000 times as much

computation as phonons do, when the same time interval is simulated. Additionally, the

electron MC algorithm involves solving the PE and SE systems for the potential mesh and

band structure. �ese two calculations are very slow compared to the bare MC, as they

are deterministic �nite di�erence solvers operating on a 3D domain. Timing pro�les of

the completed simulations have shown that around 80% of the real-world time taken to

simulate the electron population is spent solving these �nite di�erence problems.

�is problem is addressed in various ways by di�erent authors. In many cases, the

solution is to solve the phonon BTE with an analytic, approximate method and couple

this solution to the MC solver in a way similar to the coupling of the SE and PE equations.

Clearly this approach sacri�ces accuracy. �e MC method is used to solve the phonon BTE

because of the intractability of an accurate analytical expression for the phonon-phonon

sca�ering, not to mention the coupled electron-phonon sca�ering. O�en the electron

simulation is used to statistically characterize the phonon generation, which is used as an
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input for either the previously mentioned type of approximate solver or used as an input

for a phonon MC study. �e la�er does have the accuracy of the MC method, but will fail to

reproduce transport processes where the behavior of the electron population is in�uenced

by the phonons. �e next kind of solution involves alternating decoupled electron and

phonon MC simulations, feeding generation statistics into the la�er while feeding la�ice

temperatures into the former [101, 102, 103]. �e alternating solution takes advantage

of the fact that the electron population reaches steady state early on and does not need

to run past that point, thereby avoiding the problem of running the electron MC for the

entire phonon timestep. �e shortcoming of that approach is that the re-evaluation time

for computing a new electron population must be carefully chosen in a case-by-case basis

so that too much time does not pass and the phonon generation statistics still appropriate

through the duration of the phonon timestep. Another shortcoming is the lack of a direct

accounting of the energy and momentum exchange between the populations, which is

only satis�ed in an average sense.

As already discussed, the approach taken in this work di�ers by actually imple-

menting the physics of the electrothermal population coupling. However, a solution is still

required for the timestep problem. In the current framework, the di�erent populations are

being simulated together in the same process, and all properties of the various populations

can be read by the main simulation function at any moment. �is capability leads to

a unique kind of timestep handler. �e electron phase of the calculation is accelerated

by allowing the band structure and potential calculations to be skipped if there is no

signi�cant change in a given monitor condition. �e monitor condition is con�gurable and

can relate to any particle population. Candidates are a temperature change, a change in
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applied boundary condition, or the end of a �xed time interval. �e underlying reasoning

is that a steady-state electron population will result in identical solutions from the PE

and SE solvers each time they are invoked. Much like a variable timestep algorithm for

integration, this allows the framework to invoke the heavier solvers sparsely or frequently,

depending on the requirement. Since the MC module has “live” access to the temperature

data as it evolves during phonon sims, the sleep/wake period for the PE and SE solvers can

be adjusted on the �y. �e electron population is still treated by the MC module during

every timestep, and sca�ering events still occur without being skipped. Similarly, early

evaluation of the acoustic phonon population can be triggered by a monitor condition,

such as a certain number of additional acoustic phonons being emi�ed. �is approach is

used successfully in this approach to dynamically adjust temperature-dependent sca�ering

rates as the phonon temperature changes.

6.4 Ensemble Repackaging

A further complication arose during the development of this framework, directly

due to the use of the MC module sca�ering system to couple the populations. Acoustic

phonons in this work are simulated as superphonons, while electrons are directly simulated

1 : 1. All acoustic events, including creation, are conceptually representative of thousands

of such events happening simultaneously in an ensemble of similar particles. Hence,

naively connecting the optical emission sca�ering event of an ElectronSiNonparabolic to

the creation of a single SiAcousticPhonon object would overestimate the heat generation

by a factor equal to the superphonon-to-phonon ratio. �at ratio is on the order of 20, 000

in many of the simulations associated with this work. �is issue is not encountered in
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methods which do not individually account for momentum and energy exchange through

sca�ering.

�e solution was to change the superparticle-to-particle ratio from a global property

of all SiAcousticPhonons to a member property, so that each superphonon had an individual

ratio. Now, instead of the sca�ering code creating a new acoustic phonon object, the

sca�ering code modi�es the ensemble of an appropriate nearby phonon. �e properties of

two acoustic phonons are still generated according to the logic of the previous section,

but the resulting velocity, position, and energy are used to calculate new ensemble values.

First, the MC Kernel looks for an acoustic superphonon in the current mesh cell that has a

similar velocity to the phonon to be added. As discussed in Section 5.5, a superparticle

cannot exactly conserve energy and momentum. �e other methods used so far focus on

conserving energy, so the new ensemble properties are calculated to preserve exactly the

total energy:

Enew =
Eadd + nEold

n + 1 , (6.1)

where Enew and Eold are the superphonon’s new and old energies, n is the superphonon’s

ensemble count, and Eadd is the energy of the acoustic phonon being added. �e super-

phonon n is incremented. When the energy sum is taken for the purposes of calculating

temperature, the total energy nEnew will be correct.

�e new phonon energy requires that a new group velocity be selected from the

table. �is will be an approximate velocity summarizing the ensemble’s general direction

of travel. Since the repackaged superphonon selection favors those with similar velocities

to the phonon being injected, the error is minimized. �e new phonon group velocity is
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used with Equations 5.3a to 5.3c to compute the new cartesian velocity components. �e

required angles θ and ϕ are chosen by interpolating the the superphonon and injected

phonon’s angles based on their relative contribution of energy.

�e �nal result is that more energy is added to a speci�c location in the phonon

population, and the velocity of the system is tweaked slightly. �is mechanism is tested in

the following simulation, and does confer energy from the optical emission process into

the phonon population at the correct location.

6.5 Simulation of Electrothermal Characteristics of a FinFET

Here, the results of an electrothermal simulation of the previously presented

electron-only FinFET is discussed. �e geometry, doping, and boundary conditions

of the electrical domain of the simulation are exactly as described in Chapter 4. �e

electrothermal properties of FinFET devices similar to this one are studied in several

recent works [104, 105, 106, 107]. �e FinFET itself now lies inside the constriction of the

dogbone simulated at the end of Chapter 5. �e phonon simulation domain and thermal

mesh are larger than the electron simulation domain and Schrödinger-Poisson mesh.

�e constriction is 120nm long, and the phonon simulation includes the reservoirs. �e

electrons are simulated only in the interior 110nm of the constriction. �e interpretation

of the electron MC’s Ohmic boundary conditions is that the reservoirs connected to the

source and the drain are, in fact, doped and contacted, being a homogenous extension of

the electron population in the boundary cells of the Schrödinger-Poisson mesh. �e “hot”

and “cold” boundaries of the dogbone are both �xed at 300 K. �is boundary condition

represents the thermal environment to which the transistor must dump its excess thermal
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energy. Figure 6.1 shows this arrangement, highlighting the gate, drain, and source of the

new system.

(a) FinFET placement, with gate contact hidden

(b) FinFET placement, with gate contact shown

Figure 6.1: Location of FinFET within constriction of dogbone structure, showing source
(yellow/orange), gate (green), and drain (blue) regions
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�e temperature inside the device at any moment is, classically, a function of

the generation pro�le, the material bulk conductivity, and the material geometry. �e

boundary sca�ering in both the constriction comprising the transistor’s �n, and in the thin

�lms comprising the reservoirs, contribute to the resistance on top of the bulk properties.

�is extra resistance will increase the size of the hotspot that forms in the transistor, as

heat cannot escape the device as e�ciently. Additionally, the heat �ux generated by the

phonon repackaging will have to travel through the expansion resistance before reaching

the 300 K boundary, which will increase the hotspot temperature further. �ese factors are

why FinFET and NWT performance is suspected to be strongly related to self-heating [13].

For electrothermal coupling, the code is modi�ed as discussed above for optical

phonon emission and absorption in the electron MC. Optical phonons are simulated 1 : 1

with electrons, while acoustic phonons are simulated as superparticles. Optical-to-acoustic

decay therefore proceeds with the repackaging procedure outlined above. �e electron MC

monitor conditions are con�gured to solve the SE-PE system every iteration for the �rst 100

iterations, to ensure the simulation’s stability through startup transients as the equilibrium

population rapidly relaxes into to the transport statistics. A�er that, the SE-PE system is

only solved in the iteration immediately following when the �ermal module recalculates

the temperature �eld. Acoustic phonons are simulated through a longer timestep than

electrons, a�er a con�gurable integer number of timesteps is computed for electrons.

Acoustic phonon timestep evaluations are not set to be triggered by phonon injection. An

additional point of coupling is the electron acoustic deformation potential (ADP) sca�ering,

which is proportional to the local acoustic phonon density. ADP sca�ering is treated as

elastic in this work, so the only possible impact is a net decrease in average velocity as
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higher temperatures cause more sca�ering. �e combined simulation sequence can be

seen in Figure 6.2.

Figure 6.2: Combined simulation algorithm �owchart
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�e simulation was conducted at several di�erent bias points to discern if the

surface potential under the gate oxide would control the shape and intensity of the hotspot

formed. Four di�erent gate potentials were simulated for VDS = 2000 mV: ϕs = 200 mV,

1000 mV, 1600 mV, and 2000 mV. Another four simulations were done at VDS = 1250 mV

using ϕs = 250 mV, 500 mV, 750 mV, and 1250 mV. �e results are summarized in the

heatmaps displayed in Figure 6.3. Indeed, it seems that gate potential does alter the shape

of the hotspot, with heating being more localized towards the drain when the gate potential

is lower compared to the drain potential. �e generation of heat near the drain is expected

because the drain region has the steepest slope in potential, and therefore the highest

electric �eld. �e higher gate potentials result in an increased electric �eld early on, nearer

to the source, which increases the proportion of electrons near the source that have enough

energy to emit optical phonons. �e highest temperature in any channel hotspot was

found to be 303.0 K, for the bias point ϕs = VDS = 1250 mV. �e ho�est temperature

observed in a reservoir during any iteration, across all bias points, was 300.8 K, with the

mean reservoir cell temperature being 300.0 K. �ese simulations are very computationally

expensive. �e convergence time of electronic properties is far shorter than the thermal

properties, and so the simulation time is essentially the same as for the TCR simulations

in Sections 5.8 and 5.9.
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(c) ϕs = 1000mV and VDS = 2000mV
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(d) ϕs = 500mV and VDS = 1250mv
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(e) ϕs = 1600 mV and VDS = 2000 mV
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(f) ϕs = 750 mV and VDS = 1250 mV
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(g) ϕs = 2000 mV and VDS = 2000 mV
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Figure 6.3: Heatmap plots of temperature distribution in FinFET device for various bias
points
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�e VGS = VDS = 1250 mV bias point was singled out for a special simulation using

a 10× increase in dopant concentration in the drain and source regions. �e result was

a higher current density and therefore higher maximum hotspot temperature of 310.3 K.

�e corresponding heat map and surface plot are given in Figures 6.4 and 6.5. Even given

the temperature rise observed, the ID at this bias point was reduced by only 1%. While a
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Figure 6.4: Surface plot of temperature distribution in FinFET device with increased
dopant concentration

decrease in drain current is expected due to the increased sca�ering and resistivity, the

low magnitude of the drop is not surprising. ADP sca�ering is the only temperature-

dependent sca�ering process used for electrons in this simulation, and it is not the only

active sca�ering process near 300 K. �e impact on total mobility, and therefore resistance

and drain current, would be more evident with a more detailed sca�ering model. However,

evidence of feedback from the phonon MC to the electron MC was observed as an increase

in ADP sca�ering rate for channel carriers from 7.64 × 1013 Hz to 8.15 × 1013 Hz, an

increase of 6.6%. �is near the expected rise of 5.1%. �e di�erence could be explained by
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Figure 6.5: Heatmap plot of temperature distribution in FinFET device with increased
dopant concentration

subtle changes in average channel carrier energy, which is also a factor in computing ADP

sca�ering rate.

Even though the heating at this bias point is not associated with a signi�cant

electrical impact, a temperature rise of 10 K is signi�cant and cannot be accounted for using

classical thermal analysis. For example, take a straightforward application of Fourier’s

Law to a bar of Si with the same dimensions as the constriction containing the FinFET.

�e heat generation is assumed to be uniform throughout the volume, and temperature

change through the reservoir is ignored, with both ends of the constriction taken to be

300 K. �e temperature variation is parabolic, given by

T = −
ÛqL2

C

2κ

(
1 − r 2

L2
C

)
+Ts (6.2)

where Ûq is the volumetric heat generation, LC is, again, the constriction length, κ is the

thermal conductivity, r is the position along the transport axis, and Ts is the boundary

temperature [108]. Even using the MC tool created in this work to �nd the values Ûq =
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2.78 × 1017 W/m3 and knw = 21.4 W/(m K), the resulting peak temperature is 323.4 K.

Using a bulk conductivity value of 130 W/(m K), the peak temperature is seen to be 303.8 K.

�e results lie on either side of the simulation’s prediction, which is to be expected. Using

the nanowire conductivity neglects the short length of the channel, as Fourier’s Law

does not predict that some phonons are escaping ballistically to be thermalized in the

reservoir. Using the bulk conductivity neglects the boundary sca�ering that does occur. A

comparison of the di�erent predictions is shown in Figure 6.6. While not directly applicable
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Figure 6.6: Comparison of classical calculations to simulation result

to a single transistor, a ballpark estimate of the impact of this error can be found using

reliability formulas used to estimate lifetimes of microprocessors. �ermal derating curves

for commercial embedded microprocessors utilize a modi�ed form of the Arrhenius rate

equation [109] to compute a quantity called acceleration factor (AF). �e AF is the ratio
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of the expected lifetime of a transistor operating at Tuse to the lifetime found in thermal

testing at Ttest , given by

AF = exp
(
Ea
kb

(
1

Tuse
−

1
Ttest

))
(6.3)

where Ea is a parameter called the “activation energy” and kb is Boltzmann’s constant.

Assuming a value of Ea as done in [109], the formula above estimates that the lifetime of a

part used at 310.3 K will be only 57% the lifetime seen at the low estimate of 303.8 K. �us,

a reduction in mean lifetime of 43% would not be accounted for with the standard classical

temperature estimate, even given an accurate number for heat generation.



CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSION

In this work, an object-oriented MC framework for studying quantum transport

phenomena in nanoscale semiconductor devices was developed. �e framework was

developed with the ultimate goal of improving the state-of-the-art in electrothermal

analysis for micro- and nanodevices. To that end, the object-oriented features of the C++

language were leveraged to create a generic, con�gurable kind of MC simulator that can

solve the BTE for particle systems characterized by a dispersion relation and one or more

sca�ering processes that consist of sca�ering rate calculations and sca�ering state selection.

�e code is extensible enough that a library of di�erent particle types, with dispersion

relations and sca�ering models of varying levels of accuracy and e�ciency, can be easily

constructed. �e uni�ed simulation framework is simultaneously aware of simulation data

and population parameters belonging to any particular particle system being simulated.

�is �exibility allows for the coupled simulation of electrons and phonons critical to

electrothermal simulation, despite their di�erent timescales. Flexibility in describing

sca�ering processes in code is a generic tool for analyzing systems perturbatively, and is

utilized to directly account for the energy and momentum exchange between di�erent

particle systems.

134
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Additionally, the development of the new MC framework was conducted with

several veri�cation studies to con�rm it’s accuracy and validity as a scienti�c tool. �e

results of said studies were presented, each showing that the framework is capable of

handling the relevant challenges. First, the electronic simulation capabilities were veri�ed

through three increasingly more complex studies: a bulk mobility simulation, an n-i-n

device simulation, and a FinFET simulation that accounts for quantum con�nement in

the �n plane. �e bulk mobility simulation showed that the framework can reproduce

the temperature dependence of the mobility of bulk Si, con�rming the sca�ering model

and band structures used in this work to de�ne the behavior of electrons Si. As the

bulk mobility simulation was the �rst MC simulation, it also served to verify that the

basic simulator could properly replicate the dynamics of accelerating particles in constant

force �elds and that the sca�ering functions were being executed correctly. �e n-i-n

diode simulation con�rmed the tool’s ability to handle internally generated electric �elds,

bypassing the need to directly simulate point-to-point Coulombic interactions between

every charged body in the device. �e implementation of boundary sca�ering and the

speci�cation of device geometry was also �rst incorporated in this simulation, and seen to

operate properly. �e �nal electron-only simulation was the FinFET simulation, showing

that the simultaneous SE-PE system can be solved self-consistently with the BTE for

electrons. �e FinFET is also a highly representative example of a modern nanoscale

electronic device, like those actually studied studied by peers in the �eld. �e second

suite of simulations tested the expanded the functionality for supporting phonon-based

heat transfer simulations. Like the bulk mobility test, a bulk conductivity test was done

to verify the sca�ering models for Si phonons were appropriate for thermal simulations.
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�e subsequent tests showed the ability of the simulator to handle features of ballistic

conduction and surface-to-volume e�ects common in nanoscale heat transfer scenarios,

including a simulation of a nanoconstriction structure commonly seen in modern devices.

�e �nal simulation was an electrothermal study of a FinFET device, proving that the

framework correctly allows energy from one particle simulation to enter and a�ect other

simultaneous particle systems. �e electrothermal study showed di�erences between the

simulation results and the classical expectation for Joule heating and conduction in the

device, in line with expectations based on theory.

Several approximations were intentionally made in this work, in support of the

primary goal of demonstrating the framework is su�ciently capable of simulating the

electrothermal interactions described above. �e sca�ering models, in several places, can

be improved. Generally, state selection only approximately conserved momentum in favor

of exactly conserving energy. �is was done in order to avoid an expensive search of the

band and dispersion tables for matching states which conserve both properties, an open

problem in MC simulation. Energy conservation was selected due to this work’s focus on

predicting temperature values. �e handling of ionized impurity sca�ering and U-process

sca�ering for electrons and phonons, respectively, can be enhanced by more realistic

a�er-sca�ering state selection. �is change would produce more accurate momentum

distributions as the velocities for those sca�ering events are not necessarily uniformly

distributed, as implemented in this work. Additional sca�ering processes could be added as

needed, depending on the operating regime of the device, that capture physical processes

not relevant at the temperature range or in the material system studied here.
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While the band structure for Si was treated in detail, spin-orbit coupling was

neglected in the hole bands. No treatment was given of hole transport, due to the complexity

of the hole band structure. �e coexistence of mobile positive and negative charges

causes stability di�culties in the PE solver, which can be resolved by instead solving

the nonlinear PE equation incorporating quasi-fermi levels. �is stability comes at the

expense of code complexity and time. �e dispersion relation for phonons in Si was given

a simpli�ed treatment as well, although the code does support loading arbitrarily complex

dispersions. Especially optical phonons, which were treated as particles obeying a �at,

constant dispersion.

Device geometry can be fairly complex as it stands, supporting anything that can

be composed of orthogonally arranged rectangular prisms. A highly-bene�cial future task

is the improvement of the boundary sca�ering code to support triangular faces of arbitrary

orientation.

Moving forward, there are many areas where more detailed models can be added.

�e framework was designed with modularity in mind, which not only helped during the

creation and implementation of the strategies for supporting electrothermal simulation,

but also will allow the platform to be built upon in the future. New material systems can

be studied by developing out the appropriate particle classes, with dispersion relations

and band structures imported from other programs. In closing, the framework developed

here and the general strategy for simulating complex multi-particle systems stand as an

exciting new tool to use for diving into studies of more complex devices, allowing for the

analysis, design, or optimization of important semiconductor device technologies.
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